BOT-MAN
ACCORDING TO SOME, THE
NEW MILLENIUM BEGAN
THREE YEARS AGO. WE AT
BAT-MAN THINK IT'S HIGH
TIME SOMEONE NOTICED. SO
IN CELEBRATION,WE'D LIKE
TO SHOW YOU SOME OLD
BOT-MAN'S SPANNING THE
YEARS WHICH WERE DUG UP
IN THE ARCHIVINGPROJECT.
TODAY WE TAKE YOU BACK
TO BARD IN THE 80'5, IN
PART 1 OF:
BOT-MAN - Y1.996K
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-Createdby and copyrightChris Van Dyke &John Hollowach,1999.Specialthanks to Bard Housingfor introducingtkJnnswith trailerhitchesinto our lives;Mr. T,for pitying UJ fools;ProfessorSkiff. for probably not knowing that Rotman even exists;Alf, for beinga part of the Westerncanonthat Harold Bloomforgot to mention;and all myfriends,for playing that tediousgame of "Which of thesetwo jokes arefun_.:,.r+?"
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At Home with Range:
Housing Crisis, Fall '99

Bard Charter School Ready
to Break New Ground

Studentscopewith "temporary"living conditions

inside the
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By Briana Avinia-Tapper

A Glimpse into the Mind of Gehry
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DURING THE FIRST three wet weeks of the ~
Language and Thinking Workshop, white mobile ~
homes sprouted like mushrooms on Bard campus j
between the Student Center and th'! Ravines.
The trailers are the hurried adjustment to an
unusuallylarge first-year class. The influx of students
this year is not Bard's only housing problem,
however. Older dorms around campus are in
need of replacements. Several of the dilapidated
Ravines will not be fit to house students by the
end of the current semester.
The most immediate substitution, a barnstyle dorm, is now being added to Cruger Village
and James Brudvig, associate vice president of
finance and administration, feels confident that it
will be ready for students by the spring semester.
The other major change is the construction ·of
another alumni-house complex that will form an MONSTER
KEENII: The skeleton of the new building offers a
arch perpendicular to the existent toasters and glimpse of the enormous dormitory to come
parallel to the ravines. Of all the adjustments, called "Alumni Dorms" are expected to hold
between 100-108 students and are scheduled for
this seems to be most popular with students.
completion
in August of 2000.
·
Most upperclassmen now living in the toasters
Also by August Brudvig hopes to "have as
seem satisfied with the living. space and enjoy
few
of
those [trailers} around as possible." Until
the stability, sanitary atmosphere, conveniently
shaped rooms (spacious rectangles) and ample then, it looks like the trailers are here to stay.
kitchen-space. One senior toaster resident who Reactions to the temporary housing, chosen for
has lived in McVicker, Robbins, and Albee its accessibility and cost efficiency, vary.
described her current quarters as "significantly Residents of trailer 5, affectionately known as
better." One criticism of this type of housing is "Johnny Five Alive" are bothered by the phone
that the units, with their teal and creme color situation (two lines for six people), and other
scheme and coordinated lounge furniture, are too trailer junkies complain of the size of the rooms
sterile or, as one senior put it, are "very holiday inn." and the lack of air-conditioning.
A first-year student living in the central room
However, the same young woman added that,
with the Toasters, "the advantages far outweigh of trailer 8 described it as "five times smaller"
. .. continuedonpage 6
the disadvantages." The new units, tentatively
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"Shut the fuck up! ... "
The Budget Forum
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Students Organize to Vote
in Dutchess County ...
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No Forest, No Future
EnvironmentalActivist Julie Butterfly Speaksto
Bard Community via satellitephone
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deliver her food, water, supplies~
€.
and mail. She's been up there since

By Deirdre Faughey

THE STATUE OF LIBERTY is
156 ft. tall, but Luna reaches a
height of 300 ft. It takes an hour
and a half to climb to the top of
this tree, but both Joan Baez and
Bonnie Raitt have completed the
challenge. You are a trespasser if
you make it up there, but once you
get there you will find yourself in
the home of a woman named Julia
Butterfly Hill. She claims that the
view from up there will make you
cry.
Julia Butterfly Hill does not

December

10,

1997, and the loggers

don't understand why.
Butterfly is quoted m one of
the flyers handed out at the Earth
Coalition event (that took place in
the Multi-Purpose
Room on
September 20) saying, "Over time
our societies' pursuit of things has
compelled us to destroy the most
beautiful gift of all, the gift of life.
Let us chose to leavea living,beautiful
legacy of life." Butterfly spends her
time in the tree writing poetry,
drawing pictures, and keeping in
touch with those who support her
consider herself a "dirty, grungy,
cause-she attends panel discusmonkey hippie." She says that she's
sions around the world via cell
just like the loggers that want to phone.
chop her home down (an endangered Redwood over

1000

years

old). But she lives in a tree house,
secured

by

thick

ropes

and

bolts. She has friends and supporters

ResoluteWarrior: From her mokeshlft home, Julio spies the horizon

that she's not a hippie-that she's
too young to quahfyc..and furthermore, she doesn't think she looks
like a hippie. At the Earth
Coalition meeting she told students
that she travels around the country,
seeking out Redwood supporters,
because the media is not doing
their job effeciently. So, with her
Frequently,
the Redwood
long grey hair, her un-made-up
activists are disparaged by main- face, and her red beret, Redwood
stream reportage as being a bunch Mary is a non-hippie who will
of hippies. Redwood Mary, a fellow "sacrifice anything to save the
activist and guestt at the event, says

Redwoods ... (working) always out
of love and never out of anger." Sh
also does not get paid for her work.
Redwood Mary was first a
graphic designer and an art student,
before going back to school and
studing environmental studies and
economics. When she discovered
that economics values nature as
only a commodity she was compelled to act; she was tired of sitting still while the Redwoods
... continuedonpage 6
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Bard Charter School Aims
to Open September 2000
By Rafi Rom
WITH THE CHARTER SCHOOL bill ratified
in 1998, Bard is taking its education reform to the
grade school level. The proposal for a Bard
College sponsored charter school is being submitted
to the Charter School Institute (CSI) in October.
If it is approved in January, the school will open
in September 2000. Two-hundred and fifty
students, from several districts, in grades kindergarten through 12 are expected to enroll.
Charter schools are privately run public
schools. The schools are funded by the state and
other nonprofit organizations like Bard. Charter
schools are not bound by the curriculum of the
state, which makes it possible for experimentation
with various unconventional educational programs.
Charter schools, although privately run,
must follow strict guidelines from CSL The charter
schools "must meet or exceed student
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Deconstructing Gehry: The
Man Behind the New PAC
A look at the creativemind set to graceBard Campuswith its work

(K)eeping the school
small will help "individualize the curiculum"
and cater to each student's strengths. . .
performance standards set by the board of
Regents." Students would be required to take
standardized tests, including the New York State
Regents Examinations.
Susan Hinkle, the future head of the Bard
Charter school, hopes that keeping the school
small will help "individualize the curriculum" and
cater to each students strengths and weaknesses.
The classes at the Bard Charter School will be
inter-aged "according to their mastery of skills
and understanding of content." The small classrooms will allow lots of individual attention for students.
The Bard Charter School will have a strong
focus on the arts, which will be integrated with
other areas of learning. Fostering students self
expression is a primary goal of the charter school.
The arts curriculum will be supplemented and
interwoven with the sciences, mathematics, and
critical writing, starting from Kindergarten.
Experimental learning will be the core of the
program.
Mandatory Spanish will be incorporated into
the 12year curriculum. High school students will
also have the option of taking additional languages
at the college, if interested.
Unlike the conventional grading system of
most public schools, the Bard Charter School will
use evaluations as a means of assessment.
Students will give presentations of their work
throughout the school year, which will be evaluated
by teachers and mentors, in accordance with the
parent-teacher goals set at the start of the year.
There are now over 1400 charter schools
across the country, many of them creating positive
effects in their communities. The City on a Hill
Charter School in Massachusetts has an attendance rate of over 95%, unheard of for a public
school. Many other charter schools, including
the Isaac Charter High School in Arizona, have
created joint programs with local colleges, a critical part of the Bard Charter School's anticipated
success.
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work that deviated from the rectangular norm,
looking at his work chronologically is like
I A PHOTOGRAPH taken by Marco Antonio viewing a progression towards the most extreme
de Valdivia, Frank Gehry sits posed in front of a irregularity.
lamp which is shaped like a large fish sitting
upon a large a towering bed of scales. Gehry's
creation glows behind him as he looks out at the
viewer, his shoulders about to shrug. He seems
be asking himself, "Can I possibly create a lamp
from a fish?"
For Gehry, the answer is yes. He can design
anything he wants. Based on the number of times
he has been commissioned to design buildings all
over the world, it is obvious that Gehry's work is
admired by many. Widely recognized and honored
with numerous awards, Gehry is considered one
of America's greatest architects.
Gerhy was born in 1929 in Toronto, Ontario
and spent the first 18 years of his life there.
When his family moved from Canada to Los ON THESITE:The man in the yellow (hard) hat
Gehry began work as an architect in the early
Angeles they changed their family name from
Goldberg to Gerhy. In America Gehry received 1960s, but it was not until his work in the late 70s
a Bachelor of Architecture degree from the that drew the label of"deconstructive" from critics.
University of Southern California and went on to It was during this time that Gehry began to move
do graduate work in city planning at Harvard. towards a style that separates him from his
After one semester and an argument with a contemporaries. What Gehry is deconstructing
professor, Gehry left Harvard and moved back is our notion of what a building should look like.
Imagine a photograph of a building that has towers
to L.A. with his wife and child.
Leaving school, however, was not Gehry's of different heights, but whose angles are harp
most unconventional move. In fact, most every- and lines straight. Picture now, that the photograph
thing Gerhy does is unconventional. The fish has been animated, allowing lines to curve and
lamp that Gehry created is an example of a larger whole towers to bend until the building seems to
theme that runs through his work. He has be a cartoon image of itself, bumping and grooving
designed plans for a bridge in New York with a to some internal rhythm. This could characterize
foundation shaped like an enormous fish emerging any one of Gehry's works in the late Sos and 90s.
The Guggenheim in Bilbao is just one example
of the progression of Gehry's work. It sits shining
next to the Nervion River in Spain's industrial
capital; warped planes of titanium creating an
edifice that resembles fluid silver. Critics
disagree as to how the Guggenheim melds with
the surrounding buildings of the city, none of
which are as radical in form or material. Some
have described it as a kind of metaphorical reflection
of the urban spirit of the city. Others have
described it as a titanium space ship landed in a
city of bewildered boxy buildings. How then, will
Gehry's new creation affect the serene Bard
woods? Will it reflect poetically distorted views
of grass and sky, or will it seem, like the
Guggenheim, as though a piece of the future
By Lauren Kilian

GUGGENHEIM IN BALBOA:A daring contrast of styles

from the Hudson. He also included a glass fish
poised rather gracefully in mid-leap as decoration
inside of a Los Angeles restaurant,.
Today, Gehry's name immediately evokes
his most recent work, the new Guggenheim
museum in Bilbao, Spain. As a result, Gehry's
style is characterized by oddly shaped structures
and unusual materials. Gehry, however, did not
immediately drop out of Harvard three years
short of a degree and begin enormous projects
that required computer software to make them feasible. His early work was markedly more conservative. Though in his early days as an architect,
there were some shapes and angles in Gehry's

landed in our woods?
Although the Guggenheim was part of a $1.5
billion plan to revive the declining city of Bilbao,
natives there are worried what the effect of the
museum would have and balked at the budget of
$1 million that would by funded directly from
their taxes. Many Basques, as natives of Bilbao
are called, wondered why their city was chosen,
and whether the museum designed by a foreign
architect and run as a satellite all the way from
ew York would showcase enough Basque, or
even Spanish, art.
Similarly, last year Bard students petitioned
for more student involvment in planning the
Performing Arts Center. Students collected
signatures at the entrance of Kline for the petition.
Gehry, in an interview about the Guggenheim
continuedon Page6
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STUDENTCONVOCATION FUND
FALL1999 BUDGET

FUC WAS THEORDEROF BUISINESS:
The Folk Underground Collective sought retribution from
the plonning committe who refused them $96 for "six Jugs and their contents.·

By Ben Dangl
CO FUSIO FILLED KLINE when budget forum attendees showed up
with cases of beer on Wednesday, September 15th. Random applause was
heard in the comers of the room as alcoholic beverages were passed around.
The Central Committee arrived early, ready to drink and smoke. Five out
of the six members had open alcohol containers, and three of the six
smoked cigarettes throughout the meeting. Innocent bystanders were
trapped in the room, still eating dinner with bewildered faces. The meeting was then called to order.
The first election for the Educational Policies Committee

went

smoothly, with occasional random campaign slogans such as, "she is more
qualified than me, so vote for her." That was then followed by an election
for the Student Life Committee. A nominee for a position on the Student
Life Committee stated, "I once got a speeding ticket on my way back from
Vassar, my father once stayed in a hotel in New Paltz, and I've driven by
Marist a number of times. So vote for me." There were six nominees for
the two slots in the elections for the Sexual Harassment Board. One nominee
said, "I want to be certain that who ever is chosen to be on the Sexual
Harassment Board is capable of handling it." A member of the crowd
responded to this speech by saying, ''I'd like to handle you." Another nominee
for a position on the sexual harassment board said that if he was elected he
hoped to change the definition of sexual harassment. (It should be noted
here that during the election, more than three nominees performed their
speeches with a beer in hand and a few people bummed cigarettes from the
Central Committee during their speech.)
Before the Hostile Amendment debate began, an attempt was made to
pass a motion requiring speakers to remove clothing in order to retain the
right to talk. The Committee immediately deemed this motion out of
order. The Earth Coalition then moved ahead to propose that they receive
more money this year. After a heated debate, the Earth Coalition decided
to ask for $250 instead of the initial $500. Before this decision was made,
a member of the crowd suggested they collect all the beer cans in the room
and recycle them in order to raise the needed money.
The Hostile Amendment debate then moved on to an proposal by
F.U.C., (Folk Underground Collective), who wanted $3,25 from the radio
station's funds. A motion, initiated by the Central Committee, decreed
that this amendment would pass or fail depending on the outcome of a
thumb-wrestling match between a member of F.U.C. and a representative
from the radio station. Though it was a close match, the F.U.C member
won. Throughout the evening F.U.C. was accompanied with banjos and
guitars, and persistently lamented its lack of funding during the debates.
Once all the hostile amendments were finished, a request was made for
the Central Committee

to

reopen the floor to hostile amendments. Those

present became so outraged by this proposition that it became impossible
to hear anything over their awful din. The Central Committee was forced
to resort to unrestrained screaming, using the table as a platform and a
Zima bottle as a gavel. After more chaos the budget was finally ratified with
amendments.

By this time the Central Committee was pretty sloshed.

Their speech was beginning to become quite slurred and one member
spilled beer into a pile
By the end of the
full of smoke. People
in drunken epiphanies
a whole demonstrated

of papers just before the meeting was adjourned.
meeting the room was covered with beer cans, and
in various parts of the room occasionally called out
of outrage and general profanity. The experience as
the dangers of mixing politics and alcohol.

CLUB/ORGANIZATION
AASO
Amnesty International
Anime
Art Club
Art Mart
Audio Coop
BARG
Bard AID
Bard Jazz Heritage
Bard News
Baseball
BBSO
BEMS
Big Brother Big Sister
BJSS
Botman
Building Community
Central Committee
Chess
College Bowl
Creative Music Alliance
Cricket
Dance club
Debating Society
December Graduates Club
DeKline
Dime store
Earth Coalition
Electronic Arts Club
Entertainment Comm.
Eurasian Club
European Music
Fantasy Action Experience
Feb. 17 Project
Film Committee
Folk Underground Collective
Gridely Wave Radio
HarnessingUfa
lmprov
Irish Ma<;lPeople
International Students Org.
Japan Cultural Organization
Jewish Students Org.
LASO
Manifesto
Martial Arts Club
Medieval Society
Meditation
Minor Daemon & Co.
Modern Architecture Club
Muslim Students Org.
Observer
OG Practice Space
Outing Club
Party Brigade
Photography Club
Physics (S.P.S.)
Psi (Psychology Club)
Queer Alliance
Root Cellar
Rugby

s.o.s.

Student Action Collective
SAVE
Scottish Country Dancing
SILK
Sociology Club
Student Labor Coalition
Survival Club
Swing Club
Tabletop Role Playing Club
Women's Alliance
WXBC
TOTAL
TOTAL ALLOTMENT
EMERGENCY FUND

REQUESTED
6175
250
615
1639
300
1150
120
500
2800
370
1484
2850
1790.6
808.3
4300
670

ALLOTTED
1800
225
50
300
0
800
110
400
1500
100
75
2200
1790
750
3500
50
100

2600

2600

335
1925

100
300
1200

230

75

400

450
2175

1200

635

275

350

150

1160

450

405

400
1050
600
11000
400
0
150
275
7500
3.25
0

2452
750

14988
1600

400
300
350
8925

96
810
1100
250
1000
2800
1929
3030
3095
190
4750
323
500
1884
980
1300
7041.46
650
3924.42
1850
2400
840
700
6800
925
640
988
1435
308.75
278
1000
570
1312
350
750
0
2060
4800
1299,11.53
80150
9450

0
75
0
2000
400
1400
2100
60
1200
150
100
350
0
600
5800
350
1000
150
600
50
0
2500
650
310
900
500
200
80
500
0
900
0
500
0
1800
3996.75
70700

Alt EMERGENCY
PUNB
kE?§jfs1s
Mus?BEsuhMnJill iN oc?Wl.A?E
(8 coPiBJ
16
ARIADNE MUELLER. CH.AIR- UNNING COMMI1TEE.
FORUM DATES- FALL 1999, SEPTEMBER 15, 1999, OCTOBER io,1999, NOVEMBER 10,
DECEMBER,,
REGULAR
FORU
ARE WEDNESDAYS AT 7.'JOIN THE KLINE COMMITTEE ROOMS
UNLESS OTHER WISE NOTED.

1l!:

'tr!

IN ORDER FORAN EMERGENCY FORUM TO TAKE Pl.Aiff!.ETWEN1YSTUDENTS
.
MITA WRJITENRE~ESTTOTHECENTR.ALCOMMI

MUST SUB-

AGENDA ITEMS FOR FORUMS WILL BE RECEIVED IF A) THEY WERE MOVED AND SECONDED AT A PREVIOUS FORUM B) THEY WERE REJ!!fsSTED IN WRITING BY ANY TWO
STUDENTS WHO MUST PROVIDE TWO COPIES TO C JS PAPPAS, SECRETARY -STUDENT
ASSOCIATfON 6oHOURSBEFOREA FORUM.
(ADAPTED FROM 11fE CONSTITUTION OF 1HE STUDENT ASSOCJA TION OF BARD COLLEGE)
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Student Battle for Voting
Rights Continues
DutchessCounty Board of ElectionsdeniesBard Students'voting rights
By Michael Chamiedes
THE DEBATE CONCERNING Bard student's
rights to vote in D.C. elections is ongoing. The
issue was brought to the forefront this past fall
when Dutchess County did not allow Bard students
to vote in the 1998 election when students registered
en masse to vote for Green Party Senatorial
Candjdate and Bard Professor, Joel K-0vel.
The Dutchess County Board of Elections
claims that Bard and Vassar students can not vote
in Dutchess County, since they are registering
"while a student of any institution of learning."
However, the Board accepts applicants attending
Marist College. Why is it that Marist students
can vote, yet Bard and Vassar students can not?
According to Marina Smerling of Bard's Students
for Voting Equality (SAVE), "Dutchess County
doesn't want young, progressive voters voting in
local elections. It's a clear case of political
discrimination. They'll do whatever they can to
keep Bard students from influencing local politics."
The Board's policy of denying certain students
suffrage has been going on for years. Fourteen
years ago, ew York Public Interest Research
Group (NYPIRG) waged a campaign against
Dutchess County to ensure that SUNY Purchase
students would be allowed to vote. The campaign
had varying success, but the Board maintains a consistent policy of denying Bard students the right to
vote. Afterthe Board receives the application for

registration, it sends the applicant a form Jetter
and a questionnaire. The letter explains that "failure
to comply with this letter will be evidence of
the fact that you do not wish to register and vote
in Dutchess County." The letter asks a series of
questions including the location of the applicant's
possessions, bank account(s), and parents. On the
basis of this questionnaire, the Board decides
whether the applicant is a resident. Dutchess
County has determined that Bard and Vassar

"DutchessCounty
doesn't want young,
progressive
votersvoting
in local elections."
College are not the residences of their students,
defining "residence" as "that place where a person
maintains a ftxed, permanent and principal home
and to wruch he/she, wherever temporarily located,
always intends to return."
For many, the Board's decision is a clear violation of student rights. As Smerling points out,
"There are no tryouts to voting. And it's not
Dutchess County that decides whether we live
here or not. I've made Bard, and Dutchess
County, my home. I live here, and I want to
vote." Smerling is not alone; last semester 150
Bard students applied to register to vote in
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Dutchess County. Kenneth MacLeish, aJunior at
Bard, says of the situation, "The Board may have
a technical legal argument on their side, but even
if they do, there's a glaring inconsistency in the
way it's being applied. Marist students can vote
and
we
can't,
and
there's
no
justification for that."
This semester, a coalition of Bard students,
Vassar students, and community activists are
working to restore students' ability to vote. Art
Isenberg, a lawyer for the American Civil
Liberties Union (ACLU), is filing a suit on behalf
of Bard and Vassar students against Dutchess
County. While the suit is an important aspect of
the campaign, ultimately it will be won outside
the courts. Michelle Stern, Chair of YPIRG,
says, "To win this campaign we need to put pressure
on the Board. Political action from students and
the surrounding community will force the Board
to change their position."
The Board's policy is clearly detrimental to
the Bard community. As Monica Elkignton of
SAVE notes, "If Bard students could vote, we
would have a voice in local politics. We would be
able to influence the city council and the
Dutchess County Sheriff. Additionally, it would
be easier for our activist and political groups to be
effective because they could target one specific
election district instead of the hundreds of counties
that Bard students resided in before they came to
Bard."
As Marina Smerling noted, many Bard students feel that Bard is their home, and they want
to vote in Dutchess County. But as long as the
Board of Elections continues to consider Bard
students only temporary residents of Dutchess
County, students will need to remain active in
their persuit of their constitutional rights.

New Plant Proposed for Ulster County
Plans hinderedby buildingregulations;Criticscite both the environmentaland economicimpact on the localarea
By John Garrett

almost directly opposite to Bard
ACROSS THE HUDSON from College. There are, however, a slew
Bard College, Ulster County has of environmental problems that put
selected an area ofland as the future this site into question. The first is
site of a power plant and recycling the potential hazards included in
the actual construction of the plant.
facility.
Besicorps, an Ulster County With the vast amount of large
based company, has submitted a machinery used, and the materials
proposal to construct a massive which are also needed for this project,
facilty that would surely come under there is a great capacity to do damage
fire from numerous activist groups, to the Hudson River, particularly
as well as area residents. The intent because of trus site's location alongside
is to erect a plant which produces the already polluted waters. In addienergy by burning natural gas. The tion, tremendous natural depletion
energy would then be used to power
"(ijhe additon of such a
the recycling portion of the facility.
plant has economic impliAny excess energy is to be placed on
cations that far out-shadthe market for private consumption.
ow the pollution aspect.
Although both county officials
and Besicorps feel that this natural has already struck the Hudson due
gas powered facility would be a to runoff from numerous industrial
cleaner and more efficient alternative facilities on the river's shores.
to the coal burning plants throughout Fallout from hazardous gases
the region, there are several envi- produced would almost undoubtedly
ronmental and economic issues that end up in the Hudson; this would
lead to a possible increase in the
have kept the officials quiet.
There are two sites being area's acid rain levels.
There are also many potential
considered for the placement of
the plant. One of the locations is problems associated with the second
the present location of the old site under examination. Just a few
Tilcom factory, which sits on the miles south of Saugerties on King's
east bank of the Hudson River, Highway lies a farm that could be a

feasible spot for the project. If built
there, nearly all of the previous site's
environmental problems may arrise.
Although much of the constructional
pollution that would directly feed
into the river would be eliminated,
there is still a large probability that
this site would produce just as much
operational pollution as its riverside
counterpart. S.ituated less than ten
miles from the east bank of the
Hudson River, any pollution seeping
into the ground would eventually
progress into the
river.
The
watertable for the river extends far
beyond Saugerties; thus all of the
runoff from the Saugerties area is
deposited into the Hudson.
County officials said that it is for
these reasons that a project of this
scope takes an enormous amount of
time to both plan and execute. "For
a project like this to even be a realistic
consideration it takes about two
years of negotiating between the
company wanting to build and the
county ...Issues like the viewshed
that the plant may infringe on, as
well as whether or not a plant like
this would . produce
harmful
carcinogens, all come into play...all
of which create questions of where

to build the thing," stated Gerry
Davidson, Executive Director of the
Ulster
County
Development
Corporation. What the politicians
don't say is that these reasons are
also exactly why the public is kept
in the dark.
How many people would
approve of erecting a plant that may
produce carcinogens, harm the environment, and add to the destruction
of the area's natural beauty? The
question of where to place a plant
like this could perhaps be secondary
to whether or not the plant should
even make it to the drawing board.
But Mr. Davidson, speaking for
Ulster County, disregards trus, citing
New York State's regulations as
sufficient, as well as presenting an
economic-theory
as enough positive evidence to build this facility.
"New York State has very high
standards for building and operating
plants like this- Besicorps not only
intends to meet these expectations,
but to surpass them." Stated Mr.
Davidson, " ...Besides, the addition
of such a plant has economical
implications that far overshadow
the pollution aspect. Taxes will
theoretically go down, and jobs will ,
be created."
... continuedon Page6
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Students and Alumni/ae
Unite in World Clean-up
By Ciprian lancu

THIRTY BARD STUDENTS and several alumni
participated in this year's Clean Up the World
Day last Saturday, a event that focuses on active
participation in environmental restoration. The
students departed from Kline parking lot at
7:30AM and met with New York Restoration
Project (part of the Bette Midler Foundation)
and Americorps volunteers for a day of clean-up
in Ft. Washington Park, NYC.
photo: Jason Mortin

Toking Core of Buisiness: Amy Foster '99, removing litter from
the Hudson waterfront
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continued

than her temporary room in Oberholzer as well as
being the only room lacking air conditioning.
This absence in only these central rooms Brudvig
describes as "an oversight." Some students were
upset that they specifically were chosen for trailer
life, however, as Director of Residential Life
Alison Bennett explains, the selection was as fair
and logical as possible. Students were chosen by
forming compatible units of six from the group
that had requested intimate housing in the
Ravines. One unimpressed first-year suggested
that the temporary housing be made into low-cost
housing. Several students interviewed felt that
the advantage to the trailers was their s~iny, clean
newness, and felt that esthetically, they far
surpassed the temporary
dorms used to
accommodate the large freshman class during
the first three weeks on campus.
Finally, the most controversial of the
planned changes is the gradual evacuation of the
Ravines.
Brudvig warned that Hirsch and
Trembley residents should be ready to move by
the end of the semester into a new and improved
Cruger Village dorm. This will be a spacious red
dorm with brown trim with a large back porch.
The doubles will be 14'6" by 15'8" and will be
mixed with singles for upperclassmen. Despite
the possible advantages of such a move, many

The event was organized by Joanne FoxPrzeworski, director of Bard's Graduate School
of Environmental Studies. The Earth Coalition
rose awareness of the event by putting up signs
and tabling at Kline Commons, and helped to
orgaruze the bus trip. The group of students, former
students, and volunteers gathered trash along the nre bk.i~Gh,,ped
down· all aro~d her. "I'm
Hudson River on which Ft. Washington Park not a re 1g1ous erson, sne saio, ut 1.f t h ere ,s
lies. The group also braved concerns of inclement
anything close to a creator, or a sense of it, then
post-hurricance weather, but were relieved to be it's there. I get the chills anytime I think of being
greeted by calm skies in NYC.
next to one of these trees."
The day concluded with a tree-planting
The Redwoods are the tallest trees in the
ceremony in honor of the efforts of the volunteers. world, and they suffer from over-cutting. Since
Of the dynamic of the day's work, alumna Amy the population of the redwoods has diminished,
Foster ~99) stated, "The energy was very high. the residents of Humbolt County have suffered
People were excited to to be part of a well-organized more mudslides and flooding than ever before event, and to meet and interact with alumni and the affect on local agriculture and fisheries has
professional volunteers-all
kinds of people
been disasterous. Unfortunately, the environinterested in helping things improve."
mental casualties are shadowed by the economic
possibilities of the redwoods, and as a result the
timber industry and the concerned, activist public
But if New York State's standards are so high, then why
are at war-the
loggers and the trees are
does the prospect of swimming in the Hudson River draw a
unwittingly stuck in the middle.
cringe as its most common response? Surely high standards
The Pacific Lumber Company (PALCO), a
would include protecing the Hudson, a far cry from what has
subsidiary of Charles Hurowitz's MAXXAM
transpired to date.
Corporation, privately owns lands such as the
Compounding the issue, the economic implications
Headwaters Forest and other places where
mentioned by Mr. Davidson even are what he even called
"theoretical." Although it sounds nice to the voting public, a
ancient Redwoods grow. Since 1986 MAXXAM
tax cut and an increase in job opportunities are merely
has tripled the rate of logging redwoods, and the
speculation. Taxes would only decrease if the plant proved to
lawsuits that have been filed by citizens seem to
be a success, in which case land values would increase and
be of no help. No one wants to force unemploy
property value would swing upward. But this does not take
ment on the loggers, but if the Redwoods contin-

nurt

Power continued

n conttnne,

ravine dwellers are strongly opposed to the idea.
Says one Hirsch resident, "We wouldn't have
chosen the ravines if we had known we were
going to be torn from our comfy home ...and
moved to the opposite side of campus" Another
adds "You can't move us NOW!" Students who
will be affected by the change seem worried less
about the physical problems of the move (Bennett
assures that professionals will be provided to make
the move as easy as possible) but more about losing
the supportive community the Ravines generate
and losing the desirable locations on main campus.
According to Brudvig, "They (the Ravines) have
reached the end of their life" and as of yet no
argument has been able to sway the administration.
Long term plans include renovations

Robbins and Manor over the next three years as
well as possible

destruction

of Sawkill and

Bartlett. Brudvig also hopes to begin the construction of living quarters between Cruger and
Stephens gymnasium.
Other construction plans, outside of housing,
include an addition to Henderson and improved
parking lots. One thing Brudvig is determined to
avoid is another Tewksbury. He feels that the
strength of Bard housing, as opposed to other
colleges, is their variety and small size, which
often creates an intimate atmosphere.

ue to be cut down they will become extinct. Julia
Butterfly and Redwood Mary are at the forefront
of this controversy.
Only 3% of the Redwood Forest is left and it
is all in Northern California-the
world's last
Temperate Rainforest. For those of you who are
interested in becoming involved with the
Redwood cause, here are some ways you can contact others who are already hard at work:
r) Mendocino Environmental Center 707-4681660 www.pacific.net/-mec. 106 W, Standley
Street, Ukiah GA 95482 (Membership includes
newsletter: $15-$50 sliding scale)
2) E-mail Alerts & Updates:
Mendocino County Redwood Forest Issues:
Mary Bull chalice@wco.com
3) NYC Metropolitan Area Contact:
Therese

Chorun

at the Wetlands

Preserve

Environmental & Social Justice Activism Ctr.
(212)966-4831 tchorun@yahoo.com
4) Julia Butterfly Hill, P.O. Box 1265, Eureka CA
95502
5) Redwood Mary, P.O. Box 2856, Ft. Bragg CA
95437, redwoodm@mcn.org

into account that tax payers are often hit in order to fund

such projects.
No matter what the outcome may come out of this situation, there are sure to be some political setbacks in the near

avrealty@ulster.net

future. With the lack of publicity to date, local residents'
voices have not yet been heard. Once this project is offered
for public debate, the perpetual protests of both concerned

Licensed
RealEstate
Broker

Ulster County residents and local environmental groups will
most certainly be voiced. However, if county officials have
their way, it may be too late. For now it is up to the "discus-

APPLE
VALLEY
REAL
TI

sion phase" get to determine which route this proposal takes
next.

------------------

Gehry continued
knew many of the artists who would be shown in
the museum, and that he wanted to make a happy

12SouthBroadway
~ P.O.Box8
RedHook,NewYork12571

(914)
'758,8891

place for them. Considering future Bardians will
sing, dance and act in the new Performing Arts
Center, I hope that Gehry had us in mind for this
one.

of

Leocadia
(Lottie)
Kittner
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In searchof"The Meaning of the Meaning of the Nonesenseof the Meaning"
Throughout the exhibition you see him distorted,
glorified, turned into a balloon, and even marketed
IT HAS BEEN SAID RECENTLY that post- like any other cute anime animal. Yet since this
modernism has become a kind of latter-day academy, character is so vacuous to begin with, each
and that its time is drawing to a close. If this is successive change only adds to this overwhelming
true Takashi Murakami's exhibition "The sensory experience without picking up any sort of
Meaning of the Nonsense of the Meaning" is an discernible content. It's like watching a wellextravagant celebration of its end. Flying in the crafted commercial; you will never forget DOB's
face of conceptions of the inherent textual or
linguistic content of art, Murakami's work dares u
0
the viewer to find any meaning beyond its glossy ill
"C
surface.
6
0
Upon entering the first room of the exhibition, ~
viewers are greeted by Hiropon, a large statue of n.
a scantily clad woman done in the style of an
anime cartoon. Perfectly rendered and painted
with disturbingly pleasing colors, this piece
begins the ecstatic assault of visual pleasure that
continues relentlessly throughout the rest of the
exhibition. It is this nonstop attack on the senses that makes the work so challenging. It's
enough to make even the most hardcore conceptualist swoon with visual delight. Murakami
refuses to allow viewers to settle their senses long
enough to think much about anything.
My lonesome Cowboy?: Murakaml's daring and vibrant
erotic work.
In an interview in which Murakami discusses
his love for anime films, he describes the feeling of name but you have no idea why you'd ever want
watching a drawing transform across th~ screen as to remember it. There are other characters
dizzying and ecstatic. He explains further that he throughout the exhibition, including a very striking
would like to create a film which "will be totally statue of a boy swirling a ten-foot-long lasso of
devoid of drama, dedicating solely to recreating his own semen, entitled My Lonesome Cowboy.
this experience." At first, this seems a perfect None of these other characters is any less devoid
of emotion and content than DOB.
explanation of Murakarni's show.
"The Meaning of the Nonsense of the
The main character of "The Meaning of the
... continuedonpage IO
Nonsense of the Meaning" is a cute (intentional-

By Huffa Frobes-Cross
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ly Mickey Mouse-esque) character named DOB.

FoodReview

__ _____;~-------------------------------

White Rabbit Coffeehouse Hoppin'?
By Anne Matusciewicz
I SUGGESTED, and simultaneously volunteered,
to write a review of the White Rabbit coffeehouse out of what you might call a sense of
duty- not just to my fellow students, but to the
eating establishment itself. "If," I pondered, "I
could give it a good review, then people might
flock to it and it would become a popular student
gathering spot, bringing the Bard community closer together. Besides, Vasser has a coffeehouse
and we can't let them be better than us." So, one
sunny afternoon, I took the shuttle into Red
Hook to check it out.
Unfortunately, my first impression of the
coffeehouse lasted throughout my entire visit,
and that impression was that it's way too formal
to become a regular hangout. In my book, the
ideal coffeehouse features mismatched furniture,
moderately dim lighting, and lots of random,
interesting stuff. Granted, the White Rabbit
features the obligatory collection of secondhand
furniture, but these are banished into the corners,
as if this concession to tradition is embarrassing.
The tables and chairs in the middle of the room
not only match, but are arranged in such a way as
to discourage movement - "Don't wander
around striking up conversations now," they seem

to say. And although the White Rabbit hosts

with a good cup of this fme beverage. And I am
always, more or less, broke. For two dollars and

poetry readings and concerts, the furniture would
have to be drastically rearranged to create a prop- seventy-five cents, I expect some damn good hot
er focal point. Another mistake was the failure to chocolate.
arrange seating around the old fireplace; fireplaces,
Apparently, the quality of hot chocolate,
even bricked-up ones, are always good.
however, has an inverse relationship with the
Still, one could ignore these problems if it pretensions of its origin. The humble Swiss Miss
wasn't for the prices. I personally don't care how or Carnation hot chocolate mixes are probably
much freshly sliced turkey they give you or what my favorites, with diner hot chocolate coming in
free things (cheese, pickles, lettuce) you can get
a very close second. The hot chocolate at the
with it, $5-95 for a turkey sandwich is steep. All
White Rabbit was quite similar to hot chocolate
the same, I'll admit it was a pretty good sandwich.
I had tried to drink at a Starbucks over the summer,
But the proof is in the pudding, whatever that
making it very clear why both places specialized
means, except in this case I wasn't looking at
pudding but at hot chocolate. For $2.75,I got the in serving coffee. It was so bitter that it was easy
privilege of watching as the gentleman behind the to forget .that this vile concoction contained
counter measured out whole milk and heated it, chocolate at all.
After that, I gave up. I'd blown ten dollars
mixing it into thick, chocolate-y lusciousness
and fourteen cents and had nothing good to say
before pouring it into a cup and handing it over. I
about the place. Granted, I might go back, if
carried it to my table, removed the lid, sipped,
someone else was paying; it might be a good place
and pondered.
to show visiting relatives how college had made
Let me take this opportunity to say that I am you sophisticated and urbane. But for hanging
a hot chocolate junkie. There is no drink I love out with friends, or sitting for two hours reading,
so dearly as a thick, sweet, frothy, steaming cup of serious-yet-enjoyable literature while sipping a
high-quality hot chocolate. I do not like bitter mildly unhealthy drink, forget it. I walked back
drinks; therefore, I do not care for coffee. I can to the Red Hook municipal parking lot and
forgive almost any affront to my sensibilities by a awaited the shuttle with a heavy heart. The search
dining establishment, as long as it can provide me for a quality coffeehouse for Bard continues.
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Poughkeepsie Saved by Toxic Avenger
ToxicAvenger IV· Citizen Toxiefilmed in "typicalAmerican town':·Town gets coveredin gory blood ..
By Rafi Rom
WITH OVER 500 FILMS under their belt,
Troma is at it again. One of the only real independent studios left in this country, Troma is celebrating their 25th anniversary of creating BMovies with The Toxic Avenger IV- Citizen Toxie.
Fifteen years after the first Toxic Avenger,
Troma is still making low budget flicks with tons
of gory special effects. "The budget for the new
Toxic Avenger is $400,000, which is actually less
than the original, which we did for $450,000,"
said Lloyd Kaufman, director and president of
Troma Studios.
Citizen Toxie starts off at the "Troma
School for Very Special Students," where the
Toxic Avenger, affectionately known as Toxie,
comes to save the students from the terrorist
group, "The Diaper Mafia." A big explosion causes
Toxie to switch dimensions with his counterpart,
The Noxious Offender (pictured above), in
Amortville. The other dimension is an exact
opposite of Tromaville, and Toxie gets confused
for the evil henchmen that switched dimensions
with him. Toxie has to find his way back to
Tromaville, in order to save the unsuspecting citizens
from oxie, who is planning a take over.
Dave Matty plays both Noxie and Toxie,
who are barely distinguishable from each other,
except by Noxie's toupee and their different
shirts. "Toxie is a big, sort of goofy Herman
Munster type of guy," says Matty. "Noxie is a lot
more refined and controlled; there is a lot of really
good contrast between them."

Matty spends three hours everyday putting
on the mask he wears for his roles, and over two
hours taking it off. "The mask is adhered to my
face, so I can express with it," Matty said.
Citizen Toxie also introduces Toxie's sidekick,
Lard Ass. Joe Fleishaker, who has appeared in
seven other Troma movies, plays both Lard Ass,
and the scientist in Amortville who eventually
helps Toxie get back to Tromaville. "I have a
mask, cape, and utility belt full of weapons,
including a giant bread for sword play, sausage
nun chucks, and chocolate chip ninja stars,"
Fleishaker said.
For Citizen Toxie, Tromaville decided to
shoot in Poughkeepsie, NY. Kaufman said,
"Poughkeepsie is a very typical American town,
and Tromaville, NJ is a symbol of the upstanding
American town. Poughkeepsie was really interested
in having Troma base here, and we want to go
where we are wanted."
On Saturday, September n, Troma shot large
crowd scenes for the opening of the movie, in
which the Troma School is taken host~ge. The
day started out with a huge explosion. Troma,
which is well known for its low budgets, created
the explosion with spray painted Styrofoam and a
fog machine. Residents of Poughkeepsie acted as
extras in the various crowd scenes throughout the
day. Later in the day, Kaufman filmed a scene
where the Noxious Offender rips of the arms of a
policeman, and then proceeds to beat the other
officers with the limbs. Blood, (red corn syrup)
gushes from fake limbs, spraying the crowd

surrounding the shot.
Reappering in this film is the Really Real
Bikini TV Crew, who come to save the "special"
children from the Diaper Mafia. The head
anchorwoman of the Bikini Crew is actually
Toxie in disguise.
Troma flashes its blatant (and hilarious)
political incorrectness constantly throughout the
movie. Heidi Sjursen plays both Toxie's blind
wife Sarah, and Claire, Sarah's deaf counterpart in
Amortville.
Citizen Toxie will be the follow up movie to
Troma's last creation, Terror Firmer, which hits
the theaters in late October. Terror Firmer takes
place on a Troma set, where a killer. begins taking
out the crew, one by one.
Lloyd Kaufman's book, All I Need To Know I
Learned From the Toxic Avenger, was published
recently, and is selling really well. His book is a
hilarious, and random ride through the history of
Troma studios. "The book is geared to people
who are interested in filming, or just love
independent movies," Kaufman said.
Troma also has many other plans, including a
possible remake of the original Toxic Avenger.
"The William Morris Agency is attempting to
put together a big budget remake of the movie,
9o's style, to be directed by Adam Rifkin (Detriot
Rock City)," said Kaufman.
For now, Troma is concentrating on completing Citizen Toxie. The shooting is scheduled
to wrap up by October 3rd, and will be in theaters
worldwide in the Summer of 2000.

Breaches Bard Complex

IT CA BE SAID that throughout their career
the power of the Alabama-based Man or
Astroman? has been derived just as much from
gimmick as it has been from their music, and the
Annandale-on-Hudson
installment of 1999's
Eeviac Album Tour was certainly no exception.
Playing on Saturday the 18th to a packed crowd
in Bard's Old Gym, Man or Astroman? surrounded themselves on stage with three supercomputer mainfr_ames, an enclosure of colored

plastic tubing, and a satellite dish
onto which 5o's stock footage of
space technology was projected.
Costumed first in white quarantine
suits as they solemnly and deliberately moved about the stage in
preparation, and then in identical
red Astro Laboratories jumpsuits,
the band did not so much perform a
straight set of songs as recreate the
feel of a sci-fi B-movie on stage.
Moving through an approximately hour-long set, punctuated by nonsensical
but impassioned technological references by
front man Coco the Electronic Monkey Wizard
to"the profound nature that is the Eeviac supercomputer," Man or Astroman? drew heavily
though not exclusively from the new album. The
cyber-space cadets played several songs from
early Estrus releases Destroy All Astromen.1 and
Project Infinity as well. The Eeviac songs played
were luckily those most kindred to the surf rock

hits that have established Man or Astroman?'s
popularity; the album's rather boring attempts at
electronic tracks like "D:contamination" and
"Scrambled Transmission" were omitted from
the set.
The poor acoustics, improper "microphoning",
and intensely high volume of the Old Gym
setup did have their toll on the concert - an
effect that was for the most part lost on the die
hard Man or Astroman fans in the crowd who
seemed to need little more than a drum beat,
theremin, and plugged-in guitar to rock out hysterically - by exacerbating the criticism that
those unfamiliar with the band might raise
against surf rock in general, that "all the songs
sound the same." But if one accepts that music is
secondary to their theatrics, such criticism
becomes a moot point.
Indeed, Man or
Astroman's set list proved to be a soundtrack
running peripherally to the main attraction,
which was Man or Astroman's computer-nerdish
clowning.
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movies. First there's The GO'Uerness.
I didn't really
understand Minnie Driver's leather dress, but I
enjoyed her performance as a Jewish woman in
Victorian England who disguises herself as a gentile
and works to support her family. She goes to
Ireland as a governess; naturally the man of the
house falls for her, as does the spoiled son (RhysBy Anne Motusciewicz
Meyers). It's a woman's look at love and eroticism,
BECAUSE IT'S MORE FUN to bash movies novel from 1862, which means that the film which means there's male full frontal nudity. (For
than to praise them, let's start with a story, or would've had to have been at least three hours those who think Mr. Cavendish looks familiar,
rather, two stories with the same theme. The long to make the convoluted plot believable. he's played by the garden-gnome-loving supervisor
first takes place at a video store. A customer Three hours might even have allowed for competent in TheF.ullMonty. This is some kind of weird cosmic
asks, "So what's new?" As clerk, I suggest Baby acting. The plot goes something like this: justice, I think.) Then there's The Maker, in which
Geniuses. "Is it good?" "No, it's rotten. You'll Basil (Jared Leto, who might as well be a cardboard Rhys-Meyers plays a smart slacker who gets
want to sue the studio for making such a horrible cutout for all the acting he does) is the son of a smashed, steals mail, and plays word games with
movie. But it's new. Does that help?"
superstrict nobleman. He is saved from death by his lesbian best friend (the excellent Fairuza
The second takes place the following day. A the mysterious John Mannion (Christian Slater; Balk). The Maker is really an action movie with
roving gang of teenage girls barge in and demand whose acting is similar to that of the untalented things like family loyalty, friendship, blood drives,
the summer release Jawbreaker. Fearing for my Leto, but with a worse accent) who then proceeds and greyhound races. Finally there's Velvet
life, I hand it over, even though it is against my to ruin his life, marrying Basil off to Claire Goldmine,a look at glam rock and the rise and fall
Forlani (ditto on the acting ability, but her accent of two of its (fictiona0 stars. This is a tremenjudgment, nay, my morality.
The moral of this is that these are the two is real) and getting him disowned. The film is unsat- dously sad movie with male full frontal nudityworst rentals of the summer. Since I haven't isfying because Leto is absolutely wooden as the not Rhys-Meyers', but Ewan MacGregor's, of
seen Baby Genuises,I point to Jawbreakers as the title character, which makes all the supporting course. The film features some wonderful costuming,
reigning champion (safely assuming that Baby characters more interesting than Basil and leaves for those of you who are interested, as well as Toni
Genuisesis a close runner up) Because I work at you wondering why the movie doesn't go off into the Collette, of Muriel's Wedding.
this movie store, I saw this Jawbreaker for free. I several other possible stories here, instead of staying
And finally, I offer two rather mediocre
spent 100 minutes of my life on this film and I with this boring jerk.
films. They are both about revenge, which is nice
want them back. Jawbreaker tries to be a 'Heathers
if you like that sort of thing. I, of course, love the
meets Clueless,'but fails. The plot, or what is supsubject, and therefore I recommend, for your
posed to be, tells the story of the four most popular
viewing pleasure, Cousin Bette and Dirty Work.
girls in a high school. The only nice one ("Liz Purr
CousinBette is for those of you who want a costume
is the cat's meow') is "kidnapped" by her three
drama, are wise enough to avoid Basil and would
friends on her birthday. They take her to IHOP
rather see Elizabeth Shue's ass than Jonathan
to celebrate, but then they discover that the jawWithout a doubt, the movie I would recom- Rhys-Meyers'. The story is about Bette (Jessica
breaker innocently used to gag her, has choked
Lange), a poor, plain woman who is scorned by
her to death. Panicked (at least I think they mend to anyone who's looking for quality is
her
family and finally wreaks horrible revenge on
panic; it's hard to tell since no emotion really reg- SmokeSigrzals.Yes, I know everyone's been telling
isters), they fake a rough-sex-gone-bad scene in you to go see it, but did you ever think that them. Be warned that it is not at all faithful to the
the girl's room and silence the only witness by maybe they're right? It's hard to write about good book, which, to my dismay, has a happy ending.

Summer Rentals: A Saga of
Late Fees and Revenge

I spent 100 minutes of
my life on (Jawbreaker)
and I want them back.

making her over and letting her join their clique.
Despite the presence of Pam Grier, Marilyn
Manson, and Veruca Salt's "Volcano Girls"
splashed all over the opening credits, the non-plot
and bad dialogue ruin this movie. Don't be fooled
by Rose McGowan and the enticing trailer; to
quote the film, "Even the sweetest candies are
sour as death inside."
Heathers, the film which set the standard
which our Jawbreaker desperately tries to live up
to, was released ten years ago. This brings me to
a subject which always interests me: what is our J.
D. doing now? Well, Basil confirmed my worst
fears. It's based on a 334-page Wilkie Collins

Murakami continued
Meaning does have an extraordinary lack of content

movies without giving away something important,
so I'll just say that it's both funny and sad, both
personal and universal. Far Harbor is also worth a
look, even though it's kind of hard to find. It's a
quiet little movie that was too full of symbolism
to be really enjoyable, but I liked it because it
proves that Jennifer Connelly is a truly great
actress. She plays a somewhat unhinged woman
who has more going for her than most rational
people; wait for her monologue about her baby,
which is probably one of the best moments on
film. Both of these are nice, mature family flicks,
so make popcorn and do the bonding thing.
Next we get to the Jonathan Rhys--Meyers
even the most irrelevant products of popular
culture, and make them meaningful within our
own lives.
Both the content of Murakami's work and

The actors run the gamut from perfectly cast and
charming
Hoskins,

(Hugh
looking

Laurie

and

Bob

delighted at the chance to

actually act) to the hilariously miscast Ms. Shue,
who plays an actress and courtesan. Dirty Work is
the tale of two losers who manage to make a
business of revenge. It's actually a horrible film,
but I liked it because it's endlessly quotable and
features the late Chris Farley. Also, I enjoy seeing
Norm MacDonald in pain. It makes me laugh.
Happy viewing. Don't rent Baby Genuises.
And remember, if you don't get your movies back
on time, you deserve exorbitant late fees 1

Tivoli Art continued

theoretically be filled to the brim with content is

be more appealing to a collecting public than a

somehow (possibly through the gloss of the

work that, on the surface, asks nothing more of

anime[accent on thee} style) reduced to a kind of

you than to be blown away by its visual presence?

background noise. Nonetheless, this superficiality

Murakami's work walks on the edge of banality

becomes content in and of itself. Moreover, the

and, though it succeeds, the prospect of many

care with which these pieces are produced is a

more artists cashing in on his easily copied style

the Rinebeck Craft Show. Then Diane studied
painting for four years with the late
icolas
Buhas of Woodstock at the Kingston School of
Art. Bauer works on her art and home, and by
day she can be found working at Red Hook
atural Foods.
Both Cole and Bauer are members of the
Tivoli Artist's Co-op. The Co-op is a collective
over ten years old, which provides communal
gallery space for artists in all mediums. Limited
to 30 artists, as members, most members reside
in the local area. Members must apply, and once
accepted must pay dues and fulfill gallery-sitting
responsibilities. The Co-op's gallery, located at
60 Broadway in Tivoli, houses a new show every
month. (Gallery hours: Friday - 4 to 8PM,
Saturday - 12 to 9PM, Sunday 12 to 4PM, and by
appointment. For more information, call (914)

testament to the ability we all have to internalize

presents a grim future for contemporary art.

757-2 667.)

within its body of work. Yet there is something
very particular about Murakami's form of vacuity.

the way in which it reaches us are original and

It is obviously visually overpowering, but more

engaging. He cleverly transposes many of the

importantly, it appropriately mirrors the emptiness

best aspects of Pop art to a contemporary setting

of contemporary popular culture. As the number

by letting us experience directly the gaze of

of linguistic signs layered into the fabric of our

popular culture in a fine art setting, though not

culture approaches infinity, our ability to read

unproblematically.

and interpret them becomes drastically reduced.
It is very similar to the experience of looking at

Murakami succeeds in updating the themes of

My Lonesome Cowboy; a sculpture that should

possibility for the art world at large. What could

At the same time that

Pop art to today's culture, he creates a very scary
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We are Designing Style
Sheets Today, Everyone!
By Natasha Brooks-Sperduti

VIBRANT FLORAL PAINTINGS abound at
Tivoli Artist's Co-op exhibition, "Recent Work
by Marie Cole and Diane Bauer." The show runs
through Sunday September 26, and exhibits
representational paintings in oil on canvas by
two local artists. Their first joint undertaking
demonstrates a similarity in subject matter and
compatibility of style that makes Cole and
Bauer's work an appropriate match.
Cole's work is in the front room of the small
two-room gallery on Tivoli's main strip. Her
works in the show include smaller scale landscapes,
still lives, interiors, and figure studies. Short,
quick brush strokes make Cole's paintings of
interiors breathe with luminosity. The contrasting

use of strong distinct shapes, creating clutters of
sometimes unidentifiable objects.
Interspersed with her interiors, and more
than equal in number, are well-composed still
lives of flowers, which exhibit her intimate understanding of color. Cole's three small landscapes,
hung together on adjoining walls seem to encompass
their own universe. They jump off the wall with
brilliant colors, vibrancy, and movement.
Another wall displays Cole's most recent
work: five figure studies done when she and
Diane Bauer were sharing a model at her studio in
Woodstock.
These figure studies are fresher
than her other works, and are beautifully vague
and compositionally simple. They look more
:c worked and less finished, the raw brushstrokes
Q>
i revealing the process of the artist's search for

'¥accuracy.
-g

Marie Cole studied last at the School of
gVisual Arts in NYC, in 1997. Presently, she
cc
r a. teaches at Dutchess Community College. She
I; also paints on furniture, some of which will be
exhibited in the Co-op's next show.
Viewing Bauer's work is like standing amid a
dense flower garden or greenhouse. Her works
are divided between intimate garden landscapes
MARIE COLE: Flowers inside of containers
or floral interiors, with a stillife and a figure. The
warm and cool of the brown and antique blue- paintings vary in size, and some larger than Marie
green color scheme express movement. In her Cole's. Her works invoke a keen sense of stillness,
artist's statement, Cole observes qualities in her and an illustrative storytelling quality, which capture
own work: "Light and form emerge from the the viewer's imagination.
arrangement of color masses." Indeed, she provides As Diane Bauer explains that her paintings are
the viewer with a sense of space through the about "familiar items brought to a new level of

DIANE BAUER:What is the mysterious women holding?

awareness".
Viewers may lose their balance seeing Bauer's
interiors, which feature tables tilted forw?-fd at a
skewed perspective.
Her paintings show an
impressive sensitivity to texture. Unfortunately,
Diane's Bauer's compositions use an excess of
cool darks, which flatten out the picture and (perhaps
unintentionally) cause her figures to seem corpselike.
In addition to two dimensional works,
Bauer's contributions to the exhibit include a
three dimensional piece entitled Sculpture Study
in Clay: Reclining Figure, which demonstrates
her remarkable ability to render a figure. She
indulges in the nuances of a believable timeprovoked slouch, the detail of a classical nose,
and the suppleness of the model's thighs and
breasts. In an interview with The Observer,
Diane mentioned that the incredible piece was
created in Cheryl Wheat's continuing education
class offered here at Bard.
Diane Bauer has lived in Dutchess County
for the past 25years. Fifteen years ago, she began
making batiks and selling them at places such as
.. .continuedonpreviouspage

The Cavalry Comes Home
By Ryan Wheeler

THE WILD WEST'S mythical
echoes sound with increasing distance in the modern age. For previous generations, the days of cowboys were saturated with stirring
images and with ideals of adventure
and nobility. Public disinterest has
seen to the West's descent into
obscurity. Still, dedicated bands of
people remain in hoisting this glorious and tattered banner. For them,
the West continues to represent a
history and a fiction worthy of modern respect. Among them is the
Dutchess County Pistol Association,
located rn Wappinger's
Falls.
September II saw an installment of
the DCPA's
Cowboy Action
Shooting event, now in its second
successful year.
An unassuming structure identified by hand-lettered paint, the
DCPA shooting range smells of old
wood and earth. Dull thundering
gun reports issue from beyond a wall
upon approach. Here, at last, are
our cowboys: a collection of men
and women sporting a variety of
Wes tern apparel stands along a grass
firing line. Costuming ranges from

that of the austere lawman in black others, perhaps an example could be
and silver to that of the jovial mule- made of these U!].assumingcompetiskinner in his patchwork of tem- tors. The tin plates at which they
pered blues and browns. Theirs is loosed their practiced salvos may
an impressive array of weaponry: well have been the very envy and
from reproduced models to antique ugliness that must confront all men.
rifles dating from 1895. Each cow- Others may clutch at cellular phones
boy in turn empties a rifle and then with sweaty fingertips and drink
coffees:
the
Pistol
a pistol at a series of metal-plate tar- elaborate
gets. A resonant ping, piercing the It may have been Fortune's
watery stillness of the participants'
will that our photographer's
ear protection, follows each success- camera failed that day
rests unconcerned.
ful volley and echoes against the sur- Association
rounding trees. What, then, is their Here is the undiscovered America.
impetus? What drives the organiza- Should romantic myth find a home
tion and execution of this event? It in the present day of our nihilist catis but their sense of amusement and erwauling, let it be here.
The event observed singlecommunity.
A representative of the group action shooting rules observed by
marksmen in the nineteenth centudescribed the amiable, non-competitive spirit of the event. The fifth ry, manifesting the afternoon's palshooting so far this year, its gather- pable tie with the past. It may have
ing of ten or twelve shooters misrep- been Fortune's will that our photogresents the usual crowd. The people rapher's camera failed that day: the
come together to test their marks- muted timelessness of memory suitmanship, to dress in period wear, ed the shooting as well as any tangiand essentially to enjoy themselves. ble record. Should calamity smite
They defy no opposing ethos: theirs that place from the face of our
is not a station of ill will. They sim Earth, Cowboy Action Shooting will
ply are. Though human lives are by endure in this reporter's mind at
necessity carried out in judgment of least. Gentle reader, examine your

valuables and the trinkets you collect and ask yourselves: between
these and remembrance, which is
the more enduring, after all?
This reporter's visit to the
Dutchess County Rifle Association
range was a brief one, but the merriment in plain view on that day is a
far sight from over. One additional
shooting is scheduled for the month
of October, and the season begins
anew next year. Fifteen dollars and
a New York State pistol license
grant one the opportunity to join in
the gunning, and spectators are
always welcome free of charge, provided they wear appropriate eye and
ear protection.
Our tardiness
regrettably prevented a review of
the available lunch. The day's message was a clear one: in our time of
affectation and strained revelry,
Cowboy Action Shooting stands as a
bastion of honesty in entertainment.
Laughter filled the air in the space
between rounds of fire. Scores and
tallies were incidental ends. All were
welcome and everyone took turns.
People need such fulfilling sport as
this, one way or another. As one
cowboy described the experience:
"It makes life worth living, sometimes." More adequate words are in
short supply.
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Between Soul Sensations

and Psychedelica
than either Macy Gray or Lauryn Hill, Stone also
receives a lot of songwriting and production help
from various people. The presence of others
helps her work remain engaging and varied, however,
as listening to the 1975-gone-1999 sound of" o
More Rain (In This Cloud)" next to the meditative
"Green Grass Vapors" will attest. While her
work doesn't boast the ambition or hip-hop
stylings of Lauryn Hill or the polished grittiness
of Macy Gray, her vocal range and phrasing are
impressive and the sound of the album, while
hardly organic, significantly recalls the suitably
classic influence expressed by the aforementioned
albums.

cartoonish yet indubitably poignant mediations
on the grand themes of life, death, and love. The
Soft Bulletin ups the ante for any accomplished
pop album. It kicks off with a bang (literally) on
"Race For the Prize" (a song about two scientists
competing to save the world at the neglect of
their families and themselves) and from that
point on the listener is treated to Bonham-style
beats, enormous bass swells, and Forever
Changes-like
orchestration,
all
giftwrapped in the latest technicolor production.
The melodies are sweet, the scope grand, and the
By Scott Staton
effect no less stunning. Old fans may miss the
group's more wacky excesses and humor, not to
Soul Sisters
mention occasional blasts of guitar skronk, but
Summer of Psych?
they would do well to set aside their misgivings
IMAGINEA MARKETwherein heavily plasticized
and enjoy the album as a stately masterpiece worthy
R&B dominates and the vestiges of the golden It could be said that the past couple of years have of the praise it has received. Luckily, the group
era of soul music have been replaced for the most evinced a rejuvenation of the psychedelic music has never held back its desire to develop, and The
part by varied combinations of blatant come-ons genre with solid kaleidoscopic offerings from Soft Bulletin is a more logical development than
and hollow beats. Then imagine a rap/soul hybrid Spiritualized, Mercury Rev, and the oh-so-prosome might think. If it doesn't strike you as brilliant
with a social and political agenda made by a lific Elephant 6 collective. While this past sumor give you goosebumps then it doesn't, but for
female artist giving that market a solid shock, mer could in no true sense be characterized as
those that care it is a great album that distinguishes
gaining critical and commercial plaudits galore one oflove, at the very least it saw the release of
itself in a year of great albums, and, on the verge
while delivering a rare kind of fluent, impassioned two celebrated musical statements delivered
of the millenium, is a fine capstone to an era in
music. Such was the impact of Fugee LAURYN under pre-millennial psychedelic auspices: The
modern popular music.
HILL's 1998debut album, The Miseducation of ... , Soft Bulletin by the Flaming Lips and Guerilla by
Super Furry Animals played Bard this past
which shook the R&B/hip hop mainstream market. Super Furry Animals.
The Soft Bulletin cements the Flaming Lips' weekend, and opening for Man or Astro-Man?
ow, as her ubiquitous presence is felt equally on
magazine covers and at awards ceremonies and place as one of the more consistently exciting and provided more enlightened viewers with one of
the Fugees ready a new album to be delivered innovative groups of the past decade. Born from the year's more surreal musical instances. A leading
later this year, other labels are beginning to deliver the same experimental spirit that brought forth band of the mid-9o's Welsh movement, the
their own much-hyped female neo-soul/hip hop r997's amazing four-CD Zaireeka (each CD meant group is a celebrated success in Britain and
to be played simultaneously), The Soft Bulletin is beyond, and the irony of their opening status was
fusionists.
Two new debut albums follow very much in comprised partly of songs from those sessions as underscored by their troupe of roadies and
the wake of Lauryn Hill, the first having been well as some new gems, and from start to finish is
soundmen, expensive equipment, and big blue
released late this past summer and the other is about as brilliant a pop album as one can expect.
tour bus. At any rate, Super Furry Animals is still
about to be released. With a voice that can recall, Mercury Rev bassist Dave Fridmann produced
in the process of expanding its cult in America, a
alternately, Billie Holiday and Tina Turner, the album, as well as the aforementioned Zaireeka,
Sony recording artist Macy Gray's much-hyped and there are similarities between this work and task no doubt made easier by the recent domestic
On How Life Is features a heavy "classic soul" vibe the Fridmann-helmed Deserter's Songs, mostly in issue on Flydaddy of the group's seminal 1997
tempered by the requisite contemporary touches,
displayed to good effect on first single "Do
Something," melding smooth Al Green/W"illie
Mitchell-era string arrangements with scratching
and heavy beats. Punchy horns and touches of
cheesy organ adorn the tracks, ranging from
anthemic balladeering ("I Try'') to carnal R&B
("Sex-O-Matic Venus Freak") and reggae tinged
soul ("Murder''), and appropriately complement
Gray's raunchy vocal delivery. The album has an
emotional focus as its core and it is refreshing to
find solid female soul singers who wish to do
more on their albums than do their vocal coaches
proud. Mariah and Whitney this is not. The
album has an off-the-cuff feel and the songwriting
is a bit inconsistent, both due to the fact that the
songs largely came together through jams with
her band. The roughness nevertheless takes the
edge off the slick production and brings an
otherwise impressive debut album down-toearth.
Featured previously on the soundtrack to the
1997 film Money Talks ("Everyday'') and most
recently singing back up with the artist at an
album preview party, Angie Stone, whose debut
Black Diamond will be released September 28 on
Arista, displays a stronger R&B feel than Macy
Gray. Open more to slick mid-tempo balladeering

sophomore offering, Radiator (the initial copies
of which include as a bonus disc the B-sides and
rarities album Out Spaced, which features "The
Man Don't Give a Fuck"), and this summer's
much-heralded

Guerrilla

(the

group

is on

Creation in the UK). Super Furry Animals draw
from power pop, electronic music, punk, and
prog, coming off as something of a space-age psychedelicized Welsh Badfinger.

In an earlier

incarnation the group was a techno outfit, and
their electronic leanings come into prominence on
Guerrilla, though by no means to the detriment of

their music's other notable qualities. Foremost a
pop band of the first order, the group rips into
GUERRILLA:
The latest album from Super Furry Animals. who
performed at Bord lost Friday night.

driving pop ("Do Or Die"), calypso inflected

the combination of organic and synthesized alchemy ("Northern Lites"), tuneful meditation
orchestration. The album is less a case of the ("Some Things Come From Nothing''), and even
Flaming
Lips
being
influenced
by manages to capture the electronic playfulness of
Fridmann/Mercury Rev, however, than a simple recent Aphex Twin ("Wherever I Lay My Phone
reflection of mutual musical development. The (That's My Home)". While no moment on the
two are sister bands in the truest sense; they've
album is ever repeated, the group's sense of purpose
shared producers and members during the past
is evident and their style is characteristic to the
decade, and hold in common reasonable musical
ambition and development. That said, there is highest degree. Their work is rewardingly listenable
basically no fault with the album. A seamless song and merits all the fuss it has received.
cycle colored by singer Wayne Coyne's
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The North Has Risen
Again! ... The Fall

The Very Loud
Sound of Doom

YOU EITHER LOVE THEM or you hate
them. You either know everything about them or
you don't know them at all. You have either
searched the dregs of record bins for one of their
albums or you have unknowingly seen someone
in this furious pursuit. They have been around
for twenty two years and they still set the standard.
No matter what your opinion is of them, there is
no gray area when describing the English cultrockers, The Fall. Once again they have left a
mark on our consciousness/subconscious with
their new album, The Marshal Suite.
In the midst of recession and just two years
before the rise of Margaret Thatcher a dock
worker by the name of Mark E. Smith decided to
enter the arena of Rock n' Roll. The year was
1977,and Smith, after a couple of failed auditions,
was able to bring together a conglomerate of
musicians that would be the first line up of his
band, The Fall. The eager ingenue gravitated
towards the guitar at ftrst (despite his inability to
play) and pushed Martin Bramah, who would end
up as the bands guitar player, into taking the
mike . Smith thought himself wholly inadequate
to take the place as the bands' singer, but the
other members of the band knew there was
something in his northern drawl that they needed.
In 1978 he and company were able to release The
Fall's first EP Bingo Master'sBreakout, which left
the public a bit confused and indifferent.
Too messy to feed the public's need for New
Wave and too intelligent to be punk, Smith
found himself in a world of his own. Of course
when one ventures into brave new worlds, it is
hard to find a following. Shielding themselves
from a hail of glass and spit that came down on

TYPE O NEGATIVE has made a living hating
life. W arid Coming Down, their fifth album for
Roadrunner Records, does not stray from the
Type O vein. It is filled with black humor, gothic
keyboards, distorted guitars, and Peter Steele's
deep, hypnotic voice.
The album kicks off with "White Slavery," a
characteristically somber Type O song. Yet even
during the album's quietest moments, the atmospheric production is overpowering. The rest of
the album, although ranging in many respects,
retains the tone of "White Slavery"; aggressive,

24, 1999

from Type O's previous albums. The group's first
release, Slow Deep and Hard, established them as
a contender for the best Goth metal band. Peter
Steele's voice was extremely rough, similar to the
way he sings on the new album. After releasing a
pseudo-live album (they put crowd noises over
studio tracks), Type O created their best effort to
date, Bloody Kisses. Mellower than their previous
efforts, Bloody Kisses nonetheless exemplifies
Type O's powerful style. Steele's haunting,
sonorous vocals blend perfectly with the church-like
keyboards, and the distant guitars. At the same
time, the group retained the black humor present
m
their
earlier
albums.
In

Type O Negative has
made a living hating life

yet somehow mellow at the same time. The band
shows it's diverse style with the next song, "Every
One I Love is Dead." It begins with the
melodramatic musings of Peter Steele, singing,
"It seems every three years/or maybe four/someone
drops dead/that I adore," and follows with heavy
guitars and screaming vocals. However, Josh
Silver's intentionally overdramatic background
keyboards balance the serious components of the
song with their comical aspects. Similarly, the
catchy chorus in "Pyretta Blaze" nicely contrasts
the song's otherwise solemn feel, which successfully
breaks the song's over-all gravity.
Virtually every song on W arid is well orchestrated, but at points they tend to drone on. The
little sound breaks sprinkled throughout, such as
in "Sinus", are unnecessary. Also tedious is "Day
Tripper," a collage of Beatles songs which disappoints the listener with it's uninspired feel; it is a
weak ending to an otherwise solid album .
. . . continuedon nextpage
World Coming Down is a definite progression

"Christian Woman," Steele sings of a woman
lusting after Jesus Christ. The incr~dibly blasphemous (and hilarious) lyrics create excellent
contrast with the music.
Though W arid Coming Down is weaker
than Bloody Kisses, it is an achievement for Type
0 Negative when compared to their flat and boring
preceding album, October Rust. If Type 0
Negative ended their career right after this album
(as Steele often says will happen), W arid Coming
Down would be a sound closing to their legacy.
-Rafi Rom
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The Fall continued
them as they toured through the local workingman's clubs, the band was far from establishing
any name for themselves, aside from "scruffs'"
Regardless of their local reputation, The Fall
were able to put out their first full length LP, Live
at the Witch Trials in 1979. The pinnacle of this
album was it's closing track, the epic condemnation
of rock n' roll pretentia, the ei.o,ht minute and
four second "Music Scene." Followed by a disappointing tour of London, Mark moved for one of
the first of many line-up changes, acquiring two
of the bands ex-soundmen, Craig Scanlon, on guitars,
and Steve Hanley, on bass. The result of this was
the second album, Dragnet, which included Fall
classics such as "Flat of Angles" and "Psychic
Dancehall," and brought upon mixed emotions to
music fans.
The record company, Step Forward, deemed
Dragnet as complete garbage, just basely assenting
to release it. Riddled with ambiguity and controversy, the band knew it was time to move to another
label. They found a home at Rough Trade records
where they would put out some of their most
monumental work._ Even though Rough Trade
was the "rebel/liberal" minded punk label that
helped give rise to most of the anarchist/punk
bands of the time, Smith surfaced as the real rebel
amongst the authorities. Despite his denouncing
Rough Trade as pacifist hippies, we must give
some thanks to the label, for without them the
world would never have the albums Grotesqueand
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Tota/esTum.
Putting out records as fast as they could
make them, the band continued their either/or
relationship with the public. Perpetually shifting
their sound throughout the songs the only true
constant of The Fall, aside from Smith's droning,

released last April in the UK, but found its way
into U.S. record stores this summer. Though the
album may seem a little pricey coming straight
out of the import bin, one should not let this be
a deterrent. The album is composed of thirteen
very divergent songs and starts with an assertive
"hey hey hey" from the contr~versial first track,
"Touch Sensitive". The repeated line in this song,
"If you don't say it's too cold you're either drunk
or too old," has left the press a bit irked by
Smith's intentions. It has been taken as a blatant
attack on the press/music culture for their view of
Smith as an old and decrepit drunk and their ability
to revel in the negative. Aside from this bit of
much-needed sarcasm the album wanders in
many different directions. We get at taste of
The Falls more eclectic tastes in the drowsy computer/synthesizer
slurring
of the
song
"Inevitable" and the modern dancehall hit "Shake
Off," while they return to the more straightforward sounds of their past in the songs "F-'Oldin'
Money" and "This Perfect Day."
All of this does add up to an album that I
think would be the most accessible to those
unfamiliar with the band's music given the extent
of ground it covers. On the other side of the coin, .
those familiar with the band's history will be able
to marvel at the perseverance of the bands musical
ALSO RATHERLOUD: Mike Smith ... singing ... a long time ago.
integrity and ability to find something new and genis their music's ineffability. The closest I have uine. Yet again Mr. Smith's drunken battle with
heard to a good description of them is, "Country the world has left us with another encryption of
and Northern." Smith has been able to climb man's will-to-power, released in April on Artfull
through the debris of what has been twenty years, Records, The Marshall Suite.
-Luke Cohen
31 albums, and twenty seven line-up changes.
The new album, The Marshal Suite, was

A Step Up: Bard Community Orchestra
By John Coyne
AS OF LAST SEMESTER, Bard College now has
a fully functional orchestra, willingand able, tackling
serious and even challenging orchestral repertoires.
Made up of Bard students and faculty (both members
and non-members of the Music Department), it
also includes musical guests from the surrounding
community.
The musicians from the Bard College
Community Orchestra (BCCO) were brought
together largely through the organizational
efforts of Joan Tower, the orchestra's music
director and head of the Bard music department.
In a mass e-mail sent early last fall semester to
everyone connected with the Music Department,
she announced the formation of a new student
orchestra and beseeched any and all willing
instrumentalists
to join. Unfortunately, the
amount of instrumentalists at Bard-however able
and willing they were-still fell short of symphonic
proportions. As a result, the Bard Community at
large was invited to join, and after a lengthy

Mendelssohn's Overture to a Midsummer's
Night Dream; Charles Griffes' Poem for Flute
and Orchestra, featuring Barbara Smith as soloist;
the first movement of Beethoven's Seventh
Symphony; Felix Mendelssonhn's Cappricio
Brilliante for Piano and Orchestra, with Ali Meah
on solo piano; the Valse Triste of Jean Sibelius;
and two movements from Aaron Copland's
Music for the Theatre. It promises to be an
exciting concert, and not simply due to the
talented student soloists or the program itself,
which features the music of two important
American composers. As well, this year's sizeable
freshman class has brought a more diverse range
of instrumental talent to Bard, including a bigger
brass section and more wood winds.
In addition to being made up of mostly..Bard
students, the BCCO's principle positions are held
by musicians from the student body. Erin
Watson, a senior music major, is the concertmistress, Barbara Smith is the orchestra's manager
as well as its principle flautist

has had a detrimental effect on the quality of the
music education here. For some serious young
instrumentalists, whether or not a school has a
good student orchestra is a key factor in choosing
an undergraduate institution. In the past, instrumentalists at Bard who were serious about pursuing
a career in their instrument were forced to look
elsewhere

for crucial orchestral

experience.

Though this was unfortunate, orchestra experience
is absolutely vital if one wishes to play classical
music for a living. It does remains to be seen just
how seriously this orchestra plans to take itself,
but judging from the rigorous program it plans to
prepare this semester, and from the ambitious
goals and staunch leadership of its music director,
the BCCO seems to be a diligent, hard-working
symphony orchestra, and it will doubtlessly be
taken seriously as one.

-----=========(==,==ffi==A=.=l,==~-

Wl'lte
11

gestation period of just under a year, the new,
reasonably sized orchestra finally took to the

DoracvhiedsHtraommaannaigsetrh,eanadss1c·setlaln1·stt'

stage in Olin Hall late last semester.
The BCCO's debut took place during last
semester's ensembles concert in Olin. Ms. Tower
led the orchestra in a brief program consisting of
a Rossini overture, Ravel's Le Tombeu de
Couperin, and two movements from a Haydn
symphony. The performance was rather good
overall, especially for a newly formed orchestra.
And under Ms. Tower's direction, this first, albeit

_brnaar
·Cana_llAnetrthiis_sthti~moer,cthheestra
An
11 1
orchestra is still in search of a
public relations manager.
The significance of this orchestra should not be overlooked.
In addition to contributing what
it has to offer to the community,
I.I M
the presence of an orchestra here
n~

short, recital displayed a group with a healthy
amount of promise.

has filled a sizeable gap in the
111usic
department. Bard has been

This semester the BCCO is preparing a program
far more ambitious than that of its debut. This
December's concert schedule includes Felix

in dire need of a decent symphony
orchestra for a long time, and the
dearth of such an organization
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A poem assembled from fragments of the first
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entry of the Oxford English Dictionary
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And by that cry men knaw Whetherit be man or weman,
For when it esbornit ayes swa. If it be a man it saysa.'a.'

:::J

I

-Hempole, 1340

I have been passed for universal exhibition.
The barrage of electric bells was audible
from twenty miles away, in a little village
of four hundred souls, where drink
was one of the chief local dangers.
I spent the morning with the old
in the Lyons tea shop, where I purchased
two or three cakes and scones.
They've been doing a good job telling people
just the way things are. But it takes remarkable stamina
co remedy this ignorance and mitigate this boredom.
I'm, well, a bit that way myself, if you follow ...

FROM HERE TO A WALL

You know ... AC/DC ... half and half.
But it all revolves around someone.
The hated said, minus me, a wagon

The accident at Le Mans, the road map of the United States,
the triangle of white signed in Lome ...

there are only half things, which is we are meek
including

Machinery assembles over our cabins at night.
Steps should be taken.

I hide from you.

The foundations

of Baghdad were laid; registered,

stalked, and attacked while its best workers were busy.

from you. A bouquet came and sat where

\'v'hether or not the Indians were involved, it was over quickly.
Responsibility

will be assigned only in badges and brooches.

they sadly allergic were

Do I feel myself a useful member of the human race at last?
all sitting.

A & R men, dee-jays, pluggers,
the mile champions of prosperous southern countries
all sought a universal affirmative,
the most difficult proposition to establish, the easiest to overthrow.
But the lowest class of occasional workers,

I am embarrassed
things.

to live where dogs patrol

Many buckets are filled with water, and plants

able-bodied seamen and loafers alike,
fall back on the Jesuits' formula, the Benedictine liqueur

are willing the weeds in.

consecrated with the letters A. M. D. G.
Among the ranchers, the rockhounds,
there are parishes who have welcomed the freshness,

The wisened poodle got sheared so sweaters

who that is the a-per-se of all, the very cream of all.

would stack the hay.

They all set out on the garden inter-city train; colleagues
would happily settle in to work the London-Glasgow

run.

Read if that is necessary, however the front door is.

But I could do nothing of what I'd hoped.
To exclude the psalms would be to hasten their decline;

I feel an ember corning on. It is dark outside and dinner was too

but the swollen glands, night sweating, the shrieks of men a murthering ...
long ago.

nothing sticks the gaff into your chatelaine more.
In World War I it was pronounced

as four letters;
The carpets are like parapets.

in World War II it was pronounced as a word.
ow,
mouthing out his hollow oes and aes, deep-chested music

Mira Dancy

over the rocks awash at low tide.
ow and then the ducks leave the pond and walk
pompously across the lawn. Let her meditate my late motion.
When I say "dick," Liz pounces.

This evening, the fabric, the ink of it washed out.

She speaks of an ink

that will retain its fluidity; a permanent black.
Is it a red wheat? What kind of wine is this?
To walk out in the pouring rain. There was somethingof that we may be sure. Oh, a mere nothing.
They set it all afire, and went their ways again
an other sawed in two, a new ink,
a greater strength, a second youth,
a leigion, a hundred, a pair.
Chris Robson
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I Am the Instigator in Shined-Up Shoes Who Sings
Hymn Pim Pim
Children are taken
When they don't like their parents
Pim pim (pim pim)
Carry them off on the sides of their ears. Leash their alligators.
Turn over rocks. Children detect smells of fog
In the partial day fresh edge of morning.
Grow taller,
And take them, take them.
That was when I remembered sitting
From inside a corner with a lamp tipped, thinking;
I wonder if I'll ever remember
This exactly now, another turn heaving on. (Oh, I)
Think my shin ached and darker, to the left of the
Lamp I was tipped, I was gone
And there was no ringing sound.
I was wondering if
My hair could sweep furious.
I was staring at my fingertip, a capsule, and a palm,
A hair, a pen, a puddle lengthening out, an
Entrance to the porcupined caves, the cavernous faces, the car
Passing through my thin fingers.
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This is more than a car
You are getting into.

0
-0
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I am more than a tantrum
Or a parent
Or a car.
I am your broken
Your light spilt,
Your secret spelling: Get in and I will show you.
Under my nails are my dreams.

Riddle

Inside this berry patch is a good helicopter with long
Hair enough to step on. Hair is like liquid.
Air is washing angels strand by strand.
Pim pim pim through the rustling,
I carry my own basket, my own head of shouting.

prince. I have been mistaken at times
for the shiver in a squirrel's tail, ... or various descriptions
of a leaf. The stripes on a hemlock to be exact.
I am not for everyone,
I agree.

Out comes a mouth in summer lightening.
Next to this, fiery fish, open sandals,
Sheets. As always, the naked instep begs
And as I wheez, I
Pimpimpim.

Small, lantern-shaped mushrooms grow on me.
Even they are arrested at daybreak in quick, narcotic periods
of grace, where they do not resemble
Bethany Wright
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o wonder people continue to reinvent me.
Because I am round.
Round, young and handsome: a barbarian

mushrooms at all. But something elsedeschptively enlarged .
It begins with a song, I tell them, no bigger
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than an acorn whistle. Into this we put the loneliness
of old schoolbuses, or airport parking lots
in winter. No wonder people continue to look
towards me for a chance to reinvent
their own possibility: to become, perhaps,
creatively self-aware, and
very readable. A fish hatchery, a zebra
mussel? I'm afraid if you don't already know who I am
you never will.

Aeron Kopriva
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BRAVE is ready for another semester of
educational events and comprehensive student counseling services. For those of you
who may not be familiar with BRA VE, we
are Bard's Response to Rape and
Associated Violence Education. Our two
primary functions as a student organization is to provide peer counseling services and to
educate the community about the myths and
facts of rape and rape culture. Each semester we
host a number of events. This semester we will
have:
A movie series which will screen films relating
to sexual violence and rape culture with an open
discussion afterwards. The dates for the series
are: September 16th, October 20th and 28th,
November nth, and December 2nd. All films
will be shown at 7pm.
* We will be researching pornography as it
relates to sexual violence.
* We will also be working on a program to
increase awareness about women's health.
*
Next Month, for Domestic Violence
Awareness month, we will be hosting a Speak.out/ Poetry reading. This reading is open to the
community and all are invited to attend.
* During this month we will also be sponsoring a
clothesline project in addition to the annual
springtime project. This is an opportunity for
survivors and friends of survivors to share their
stories.
* As always there is a BRA VE member on call
twenty-four hours a day to answer questions or to
listen and counsel or to be of assistance in an
emergency situation. The beeper number is 3820818.
-Suzanne Hollman
saved as a Microsoft Worc/9 file (Macintosh© or
PC) along with a triple-spaced hard copy, via
campus mail, to ·The Observer.·
The opinions expressed In the Arts, Comics, and
Opinions sections are not necessarily those of The
Bard Observer or its staff. Factual claims and allegations made in these sections are those of the
author/s alone. The Bard Observer reserves the
right to edit all submissions for spelling, grammar,
and coherency. Anonymous submissions require
editorial consultation after submission, and are
considered in only extreme situdtions. Copyright
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On September 14th the Latin American
Student Organization had its first event of
the fall semester. The lecture, by Fermin
Arraiza of the University of Puerto Rico,
was the third in the Latin American
Speakers series begun by LASO last semester. Mr. Arraiza lectured on the problem the
presence of the U.S. Military on the island of
Vieques (a part of Puerto Rico) presents to its
inhabitants. The U.S. Navy has been present in
Vieques since WWII. From 1942 - 1950 the
United States expropriated 25,360 acres of land
on Vieques, thus assuming control of over threequarters of the island. The military carries out
exercises with live ammunition on 15,000 acres
on the eastern side of Vieques. It has restricted
the residential area and commercial activity of
the civilian population to a strip of land three
miles long in the center of the island. The bombing practices have contaminated much of the
island and surrounding waters making it almost
impossible to fish. The fishing industry is the
main source of income for the people ofVieques.
The cancer rate on Vieques is also 26% higher
than the national average.
The concise and direct presentation of Mr.
Arraiza sparked a passionate debate on not only
the problem the U.S. military presents to
Vieques, but the issue of military and human
rights in times of peace. Mr. Arraiza encouraged
students to see the issue of Vieques as having
broader implications in the field of human rights.
Questions as to why the U.S. military chose a territory, which is not a sovereign nation or a state,
to conduct its bombing practices arose in discussion
Points were also raised about how the U.S. military is perceived in different parts of the world. It
was an informative and passionate dialogue that
rivaled many classes here at Bard and was,
unfortunately, not attended by any faculty.
Mr. Arraiza was an excellent orator and facilitator and shed some much-needed light on a
subject the majority of the people in attendance
knew very little about. If anyone in the Bard
community would like more information on the
situation in Vieques or LASO please contact
Shonali Choudhury or Ariana Stokas.
-Ariana Olmo-Stokas
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The New Definiton of BBSO
The Bard Black Student Organization is
under new management and great chlUlge is
expected to come this year. Their new president
Tamara Plummer calls it BBSO's "renaissance
semester, a semester to focus, pre-focus and find
out why we exist."
BBSO was founded as a student organization
to address issues related to the people of African
descent within the college community. BBSO's
primary goal is to provide a support system for
students of color while culturally enriching the
campus. BBSO also serves as a medium for political, social, and cultural exchange. Last February,
in Kline Commons they sponsored the Black
Panthers History Month event. Bobby Seal and
David Hilliard addressed an audience of about
nine hundred and dispelled many of the misconceptions associated with the Old Panther movement.
In addition, BBSO's biannual Points and Beats,
poetry and spoken word festival also proved to be
successful and jam-packed. Poets of all races
blessed the mic with poetry and spoken-word,
with varying topics and one common theme: to

share their inner voice through words.
September 24).
This semester, BBSO along the with the
This semester BBSO plans to formulate a
Latin American Student Organization (LASO) constitution
and redefine it's significance.
plans to invite Victor Vega, associate professor of Although BBSO has been present at Bard for a
African Studies at Middlesex County College to number of years, it has never had a clear definition.
facilitate a discussion on Race, Class, and Gender Though it was mainly recognized for parties and
in the Caribbean. This event is scheduled for mid social events, "our parties are more than an opporNovember. BBSO also plans to conduct "The tunity to get drunk and act wild, it is a celebration of
Product of the Urban Experience and the culture and the music that we identify with." The
Pathway to the Future," a panel discussion on
past couple of years for BBSO have been rocky,
contemporary African-American urban experience.
but under it's new management, a rebirth of this
The panel will include writer/poet Saphire,
student organization can be expected.
author and activist Geoffrey Canada, and Jess
BBSO encourages everyone to come out and
Bess. Other upcoming events include an end-ofsupport their events. "BBSO is catered towards
the-semester banquet where Bard's Black Alumni
the needs and concerns of the Bard's black student
and undergrads meet for informal dialogue about
but we are open to contributions for every one."
the history of the BBSO, career and educational
BBSO
Officers:
expectations after college, and establishing contacts
within. This event is scheduled for mid President:Tamara Plummer;
December. BBSO is also planning a Points and Vice President:TyroneCopeland;
Beats III, and the first series of a bi-semesterly
HIP-Hop
festival, a celebration of urban
contemporary music (the first is scheduled for

Secretary:ReginaldConstant;
PublicRelations:VennettaDent.
-Dawn Jackson
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Once a Freshman, Always a Freshman
What's up with this year'sincomingclass?... OneFreshmanfound out
By Ben Dangl

a half an hour: I am still waiting for my beer to
cool." From fist-fights over crabble to flaming
toilet paper in the trees, Tewksbury served as a
recreational arena that fulfilled a wide range of
desires. Throughout Land T, Tewksbury grew in
ways no one could control, or wanted to for that
matter. It became the heart and soul of our
freshman class. It was, and still is, a meeting
place for people from all walks of life. At times
this camaraderie went a little over board. There
were meetings in Tewksbury regarding the drinking and overall rowdiness. The campus security
vehicles were often in front of Tewksbury, just
waiting for something to happen. Tewksbury represents only a cross section of what we, as a class
have gone through since L and T ...
For those readers with a short attention span
or who are in hurry or both, I have compiled a list
of random notes that should paint an interesting
picture of the freshman class. The list is not in
any specific order. You can sing it, a harmonica
in C is recommended. If you read the list backwards really fast, a cryptic message will reveal
itself to the sensitive listener ...
I. Freshman. Mud. Nudity. Frolicking. A tour
goes by. They wave. Nude freshman in mud
wave back, and say, "Come to Bard College."
You do the math.
2. Nudist colony in Keen South? Keen South,
nudist colony.
3. At the Botstein cookout, a friend of mine, let's
just call him Louis Monroe for morality's sake
asked Botstien how he got all the beautiful
women to come here.
4. The development of an unofficial fraternity in

'0 CE A FRESHMAl ALWAYS A FRESHMAN," says
the wise man. This quotation rings true as I recall
the quirks and activities of this year's freshman
class. As a member of the class I haven't seen
everything, but to the critical reader this article
should prove to be informative if not inspiring.
You may be wondering where it all started, when
did the freshman class of 1999 first make it's
mark? Rumor has it that freshman identity began
to form early on when, yes, we think it's true there may have been a Platonic Gorgy, where
people actually had Gorgiasms while reading
Gorgias by Plato. How ironic. Others believe our
identity rose from something a little deeper.
As a fellow freshman and I were conversing
while waiting in the carving line, he said, "You
know man every year it seems that the upperclassmen and faculty are more and more concerned with how crazy the freshman class is.
They just get weirder and weirder about it every
year."
After asking a few of the freshman how they
would describe themselves in relation to the college:
Dan, the crazy Englishman at Tewks, said, "I
am just a handsome snake in the grass."
Biek, L and T enthusiast, simply said, "I am a
foreigner and I don't understand." He mumbled
something about a Monkey Prince.
Another freshman asked for their name not
to be used, and commented, "I am small and
innocent and want to be taken advantage of."
Lino, a demigod at Tewksbury, said, in a flurry ofexcitement, "I hope the world doesn't end in

Who is that Freshman?
By Ben Dangl
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K OW WIDELY throughout the freshmen --,
class for his constant bumming of cigarettes, as
well as for his unique sense of rhythm and his
erotic dance techniques, Lino, as he prefers to be
known, is a master of campus social life. His
uncanny ability to make anyone's beer disappear,
combined with his fluent and often demonstrative
conversational style make him a "must see" at
any party; at least, this is what the ladies say. In
the words of one of Bard's most well-known
students, Staniel "Augustus" Vagner, Lino can FRESHMAN HERO: A bastion of first-year charm and
good sense.
be best described as "... a member of a lost
urban Italian tribe that at some point de-urbanized and wandered into a life in the boondocks."
Dr. Fontanella (Lino is a certified Love
By Howard Megdal
Doctor) was for years regarded by top scientists
HERE
AT
BARD
College, the typical is atypical.
as the "missing link." Lino displays extraordinary
primal ties to the natural world and this is Here at Bard, the often dress like women, the
observed by noticing that he often goes shoeless. women like men. The cats dress like dogs, and
(Some may argue this is merely because he can- the dogs dress like livestock. (You don't even
not remember where he got naked and last left want to know what the goats wear.)
In such a climate, it may be hard to find
them.)
Rumor has it that "The Good Reverend," (as one's place. To do so after a childhood in Maine
(motto: we'll get to twentieth century any day
he is called by his harassees), is a direct descendent
now) is a bit like Rip Van Winkle awakening to
of Haile Sellase, and if you set aside five minutes
of your day for Lino, he is sure to issue some find his town has become a screening of the
Rocky Horror Picture Show.
words to live by.
Yet that is just what Kelly Berry, age nineteen,
All in all, a day at Bard College could never
is
attempting
to do. However, she didn't take the
truly be complete without running into the curlyfroed cutie. "O E LOVE," says Lino. · " ...and conventional Bard route, ie. joining a club, talking
stay out of trouble because I expect to see you to classmates, or shouting loudly, "Free Mumia!"
Instead, she decided to wear wings to the stuaround." Better heed what The Good Reverend
has to say, and oh-be sure to have an extra cig- dent center.

A Sufragette Angel
Gets Her Wings

arette ready.

Pie Omega.'
Tewksbury
called "Apple
5. Yes we do have our own banjo player here, the
rumors are true, his name is athan. "Are the
tree branches in his hair real?" Is there a Santa
Claus?
6. A masturbation meeting for women was called
to order under the curious title of "I couch
myself."
7. An '8o's party at Tremblay: Interesting excuse
to wear wife beaters and drink beer and wear wife
beaters. A coming out of the closet opportunity
for all those Michael Jackson fans.
8. House of Pleasure? 1!?
9. Thomas Carroll posed nude on the balcony of
the campus center for someone's photo class,
with only a plate to hide his shame.
10. " Who needs air conditioning, a phone or the
Internet during Land T? We didn't come here to
be comfortable, we came here to think," a nameless Hirsch resident commented.
For better or for worse, this is the freshman
class. I don't want to make a broad generalization about the class because it is so diverse. The
people and the school grow in directions and
ways no one can really label and that is what is so
unique about it. In the end, the lack of unity here
is what unifies the college, everyone does his or
her own thing.
Whether this means going to library in
August to find a book on how to fix the air conditioning in your dorm, or just throwing the air
conditioner out the window. What the freshman
class stands for lies somewhere between these
two options. But then again this too is a stereotype: some people don't even have air conditioning ...
"Aren't you going to talk about the whole
costume?," she asks in dismay, after inviting me
into her spacious, comfortable Ravine House. (I
will EVER insult the Ravines again.)
The entire costume included a sequined hat,
192o's flapper dress, and underwear I will not
describe. It did seem to me, however, that the
wings were perhaps the more extraordinary, so
we talked in depth about them.
"I bought them at the Hudson Valley Mall,
at the Halloween score," said Berry. Apparently,
there can often be a shortage of wings when
Halloween rolls around."
This "Sufragette Angel" (as christened by her
roommate) then proceed to promenade through
the campus, drawing particular attention at the
Student Center, where she was propositioned at
once by both a boy and a girl, quite a shock for a
girl from Lobster Country!
"We have nothing like the drag race in
Maine."
Poor sweet untainted Kelly, as tender as the
Lobster she has no doubt eaten. Kelly actually
prefers "Kelderberry," an amalgamation of her
first and last name, because "every television
show has a cheerleader named Kelly." It was
unclear whether she was influenced by ''Jewis",
the moniker of popular bard student Jack Lewis,
who coined the phrase, "It's a combination of my
first and last names!" That sly wag.
Unlike many Bard students, Berry seemed
uninterested in being controversial or making
friends.
"I have enough friends," said Berry, "And I
generally hate people."
.. .continuedonpage 19
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not crying, which tends to be another normal
reaction following orgasm. In fact, in a recent
Mademoiselle
article, Judith Seifert, M.D.,
creator and host of the "Better Sex Video Series,"
(which Miss Lonelyhearts must reluctantly endorse
• m order
to afford her new luxurious
lifestyle in the Caribbean) says that this release of
emotions is to be expected: "Laughing during or
after an orgasm is not typical, but it's not
abnormal. With the release of endorphins during
orgasm, a lot of people start sobbing of laughing.
It's an involuntary (emphasis mine) response, a
perfectly
healthy
physiological
reaction."
Couldn't
have
said
it
better
myself,
Judith. She also says that "Men do tend to keep
tight reins on their emotions. And during orgasm,
when they litera!Jy give up control, some may let
alJ kinds of emotions spill out." While this advice
is of course similar to what I was just telling you,
Well helloagain,Bard College.Thoughtyou were rid I still included it because it can never hurt to have
of me, eh? Luckily the wonders of modem technology your opinion backed up by someone with the
have enabledme to connectwith you via satellitefrom initials "M.D." after their name, especia!Jy when
the small Caribbeanislandthat I now inhabit.For me, their last name is Seifert.

dear

the summer was quiet. I relaxed, tanned, drank my
Captain Morgan's and Sprite, and delighted in the
scantilycladgroupieswhom I hadflown in to keepme
companyout here.Foryou, on the otherhand, I have a
feeling the summerwas not quite so sedate.I'm sure,at
least from the volume of mail I have already had
beamedto me by satellite,that your summerswere ripe
with debaucheryin order to counteractthose boring
internships.So, as we move into the dismalfall season
and leave those carefreedays behind, don't despair,I
will be here to guide you throughall your woes of the
heart.
Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
My boyfriend starts laughing almost every
time he finishes his orgasm .. .I'm serious. It is
starting to bug me. Am I the problem or is he?
Sincerely,
Not Amused
Dear

ot Amused,

Well, I guess I probably wouldn't be either.
However, I must ask you this:Have you ever had
some weird emotion come out during and/or after
sex? Most people at some point in their sex lives
will experience this kind of emotional outpouring,
whether it be laughing or crying, or whatever. The
most important thing to remember is that he
probably doesn't think you're funny. I'm sure that
in your normal day-to-day interactions you are a
hilarious girl, but I have a feeling that in bed you
are probably not quoting the Simpsons while he
orgasms. So unless you climax by moaning the
alphabet backwards, or scream "Praise Jesus,
Hallelujah!" I think you're safe. If his uncontrollable
giggles really annoy you, I'm afraid there is not
much you can do about it. The last thing you
want to do is to ask him to try and control it
(unless he starts laughing after about five minutes).
The orgasm, you see, is one of the few times
where most people feel completely uninhibited.
The feeling takes over and most people find
themselves doing fairly absurd, yet uncontrollable
things before, during, and yes, afterward.
You should be glad that he is laughing, and

Am I a cold-hearted
bastard who will never
get laid again?

most of us have given up looking for love, this
fling thing is the next best thing. In my opinion,
you are not perhaps the most communicative person,
but you shouldn't feel like a total sleazoid. If it was
clear from the beginning that the relationship was
not at alJ serious, then there should really be no
hurt feelings. The unfortunate thing with these
flings is that most of the time one person ends up
wanting more. So while these are somewhat ideal
relationships, I think we sha!J shy away from ca!Jing
them that, since they can often be quick but
deadly.
I have discussed the nature of flings at Bard
previously, and I believe that my conclusion had
something to do with the smallness of the beds in
campus dorm rooms. As this was a summer
experience I am assuming you had access to a
perfectly adequate sized bed, thus I must
attribute this to something else. You imply in
your letter that he "liked what he was getting."
What I don't really understand is why he would
want a more serious relationship when what he
was rea!Jy enjoying was the sex. However, I have
never claimed to understand the strange workings
of the male mind so I suppose we should assume
that was the reason. Maybe he was tired of getting
it on lay-away and was hoping to receive full
ownership. However, it doesn't sound to me like
he really kept up his end of the bargain so I see
nothing wrong with your decision to foreclose.

So I think what Judith is saying here is that
having an orgasm is rea!Jy helpful for releasing alJ
Now here is the tough part: what do you do
those pent up emotions you may have seething the next time you see him? In my opinion, you
inside of you. This of course is just one more of should be thankful that he goes to school
the many delightful reasons to have sex. Just somewhat far away and you won't be bumping
think about it. Even if you're not feeling horny, into him every time you go check your mail or bus
you can just say to yourself, "Gee, I have a lot of your tray in Kline. Still we do have a problem,
pent up emotion that I better get rid of, maybe I Houston, and I unfortunately am not Buzz
should have some sex tonight." This release of Al d ro n; (If anyone wants to start c mg me
emotion has also been scientifica!Jy linked to the "Buzz" I would not object, though). Anyhow, I
chemical that your brain releases whic~ almost think the big question is whether or not you will
completely incapacitates you post coitum.
be able to resist the temptation to sleep with him
So, your boyfriend is perfectly normal, in my next time you see him.I know what your thinking:
opinion. I mean, not everyone laughs after sex, "Of course I wouldn't!" But you see it is so much
but at the same time not everyone uses whips and easier to return to something familiar. Just as next
chains, and that is tota!Jy normal. And if it still
summer you will pull on you favorite pair of worn
gets to you, next time he does it laugh right along
in jean shorts, you may also be pulling in
with him, you'll be surprised by how good you
something else. So I have given you fair warning.
feel.
I think the best response would be to respond

-....----~~

Dear Miss Lonelyhearts,
Over the summer, I became involved with a
guy who was only really interested in a fling. This
was just fine and dandy with me, but apparently
he liked what he was getting and became interested
in a little bit more. At the end of the summer, the
night before he left to go back to his school to be
exact, he came into my work and was flirting with
me. I kind of brushed him off, gave him the cold
shoulder, the old heave ho, etc. Was I tota!Jy
cruel? Am I a cold hearted bastard who will never
get laid again? Oh yeah, and what the hell should
I do when I see him again_?
Yours Truly,
Sleazy or Just Damn Lucky?
Dear Lucky,
You seem to have found what for most of us
would be an ideal summer romance. Because

coldly, but not too rudely, because we are assuming
you have some sense of morality and would not
want to hurt this kind gentleman's

feelings

(although they may have already been smashed
after you gave him the old heave ho, etc.). The
only other problem I can foresee you having is
that you will turn into a veritable ice-queen and
then I can assure you that guys (including him)
will be lining up and taking numbers more rapidly
than housewives in a meat market on Saturday
morning. For some reason, acting like too much
of a bitch tends to drive most men wild, so we
encounter the problem of trying to distinguish
the fine line between being cold or just plain
bitchy. I think the difference can be seen in the
fact that most ice queens won't even really talk to
the guys, while you can hold a simple conversation
(i.e. how was your semester, what's your major?
etc.). Just remember never to crack a smile.

IS THEEMBEZZLER?
78 October
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Is That Vegan?
By Jason Oxman
"IS THAT VEGAN?" I ASK uncertainly, as I
offer my plate in supplication to the jaded
Chartwellian; his senses dulled by the ceaseless
barrage of indecisive caricatures that scamper
about the feeding grounds, dropping glasses and
mouthing the words to malignant oldies that
haunt us from beyond the grave.
A moment passes and still no answer from
the three employees, who stand before me in
what must be a foreshadowing of my moderation
board, each member frowning in disgust. "Are the
'not-dog' buns vegan?" I ask again, assuring myself
that I am certainly not the first to have uttered
these words, words which I myself would have
found abominable not two weeks ago. The lunchlady, her eyes glassy from steam and sweat, spiritlessly mutters her response: "Yeah... they're
vegan." The line behind me is now becoming
increasingly restless. The second employee server
sees the opportunity for a witty remark:
"Do you want me to stab you in the heart?"
he asks with sincere curiosity. The third employee's eyes are listlessly pleading for me to leave, as
though one more question about the food will be

Even the vegans themselves refused to
accept me into their
good graces, insistingI
was ingenuine. ..
more than he can take. Still unsure as to weather
these 'buns' are an acceptable product for the
beginning vegan; I air my last vain attempt to
learn their ingredients. Once again the second
employee fixes me with a glare. Now brandishing
a tong in his hand, he informs me in no-uncertain
terms that "these can go through a human head."
At that point I feel relatively sure that this is as
good an answer as I am going to get and leave the
line no more enlightened than when I joined it.
If you, curious reader, are still engaged by
this confusing rant, you are most likely asking
yourself "why?" Why would anyone who had
spent much of high school scoffing at vegetarianism, go so far as to become a vegan overnight? Am
I a masochist? Did I visit a slaughterhouse and
behold the horrific treatment of the cattle; the
tortuous milking machines; the abusive hormonal injections, and so on and so forth? Well, I guess
so.
Every Bard student has, at one time or
another, looked on in wonder at 'the eccentric
machinations of Kline Cafeteria's "Garden" section. Fare which consists of cardboard colored
brown rice and a hearty bean stew (that seems
entirely too familiar to that which was served the
week before). But wait! What do we have here:
could this actually be an acceptable substitute? A
normal burrito. However, nothing truly represents the unholy void between Appearance and
Reality, as perfectly as the Wheatberry and
Mushroom Burrito, garnished oh so deceptively
with a sprinkling of scallions and olives. Now ask
yourself, who but the ascetic vegan has the self
control to restrain themselves solely to "Garden"
fare? It was this question that drew me to
V eganism; an exclusive sect of vegetarianism
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which critics either praise as the highest form of
dietary self-sacrifice, or deplore as the most
obnoxious and elitist attempts at applying politics to ones eating habits.
And so, with curiosity, as well as the determination to test the bounds of my own self-abnegation, I began my experiment in veganism.
Without question, the first week was the toughest. Like some sort of creature of the undead I
'
crept through the Servery, hankering after the
chicken nuggets, a simple bowl of cereal, or even
a dollop of sour cream, all of which are a clear
breech of my new dietary cult. However, in time,
my tastes began to adapt and I grew to prefer my
cereal with soy milk as well as gain a necessary
appreciation for tofu, in whatever form that it
might choose to assume.
Almost a week after my dietary metamorphosis I returned to my room to find a message
from my parents awaiting me on my voice mail.
"Hey, hey, hey!" my father's voice rang out like
the giggles of a clown on Prozac. Initially I was
taken aback by his enthusiasm, after all, my folks
are the type of people that view veganism (after I
had explained it to them) as little more than a
socially acceptable form of anorexia. But sure
enough, within moments, his high pitched merriment spiraled into a seething lecture: "Now listen
up 1 You have got to start eating real food for
God's sakes! Otherwise your gonna get sick and
pass out, or develop some kind of eating disorder.
Your mother told me that you're not drinking
milk: what the hell is that about? If you keep this
up, your gonna stunt your growth ... " If this
episode does anything, it demonstrates how
Veganism may appear to parents, unaccustomed
to the self imposed dietary specifications of their
Bard children.
As though it weren't bad enough that I had
fallen from my parent's good graces, it seemed as
though I had incurred the wrath of everyone who
learned of my veganism. The carnivores threatened me with harrowing tales of what can happen
to a vegan, describing everything from a general
sickness and fatigue to the eventual inability to
digest meat; thus dooming me to a life of permanent veganism. Even the vegans themselves
refused to accept me into their good graces,
insisting that I was ingenuine due to my lack of
an adequate justification for becoming a vegan.
As you can see, becoming vegan is no easy
undertaking and I urge you to think twice before
embarking upon this difficult path. Thusfar, I
have lived twenty days as a vegan and can reasonably argue that it is not an undertaking for the
lighthearted or lackadaisical. On the contrary, it
can and will transform Kline, what was once your
merry mealtime haunt, into a virtual mine field of
lactose pitfalls. As for the deleterious effects of a
life without meat or dairy, ·I must admit to a
minor decrease in energy that leaves me groggy
even after ro hours of sleep. However, this could
logically be attributed to a lacking in health
requirements. In other words, I haven't been
ingesting the necessary amounts of broccoli, carrots, and lettuce, in order to supply myself with
and adequate amount of those hard-to-get elements such as Iron, Calcium, Vitamin B12 and
many more. So I urge the next vegan adventurer
to stock up on vital nutrient for human survival.
In conclusion I bid the vegan reader happy Klinehunting and the more skeptical devotee of
"Traditional Fare" to consider diverging from
carvery, launching yourself into Bard's seamy
dietary subculture.
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My Union Summer
By Maro Sevastopoulos
WHAT I SAW from my window was hardly different than any other 6th floor view from the
Tenderloin area of San Francisco. I could see
Market Street-the center of the city's life. And
above everything I saw, at the intersection of my
street and Market, that hovering green building;
the uth floor of which I spent a lot of time this
summer, fighting for a living wage in San
Francisco.
This was Union Summer. "Four weeks for
justice," as one of many brochures proudly
brazens.
I spent four weeks this summer working in
an AFL-CIO program called "Union Summer."
Going into it, I was clueless about labor unions
'
and didn't really have an opinion about them
either way. I had a feeling, though, that I would
end up pro-union-I just didn't know why. I also
knew that it was something about which I would
become very passionate. I knew it before I even
started. My conservative republican godmother,
who lives 40 minutes outside of San Francisco in
one of those "quaint" small towns (read: traditional, conservative, nuclear family), does not
think much of unions. But she plays fair: she
made me a promise to keep an open mind about
it, and didn't argue with me until I could back
myself up. I quickly learned to do that, and our
debates sparked after my first two days in the
program.
I fell in love with the unions I worked for
'
and the people I worked with. I fell in love with
the traditional idea of a union, not the rich and
corrupt ones you may have heard tell of, not
Hoffa's Teamsters ... I loved the poor, bareboned, passionate unions in the heart of the city.
After our very first action, a demonstration at the
downtown Marriott, I was hooked. There was a
great disappointment inside me when we were
told that we were "not allowed to get arrested,"
according to AFL-CIO policies. "Too much
paperwork," said my site coordinator. Mine was
not the only long face in the group. I had committed my summer to a group of students who
were exactly like me in one way: they had a zeal
for this stuff: At an age where many of us are
exploring religion and philosophy as an outlet for
passion, we were making things happen.
... continuedon Page20

Suffragette continued
And sorry boys and girls, she's taken'
"My boyfriends and I have been together
nineteen months. He's a professional chef."
But he doesn't plan to rest on his laurels at
twenty.
"He and I make chain mail."
After further inquiries, I discover this was
not the same as chain letter. I wanted to set poor
innocent Kelly straight, explaining that abusing
the postal service, while fun, is not actually a
career. But it was I that was naive!
"There's a lot of money to be made in chain
mail. They are shirts of metal, like during
medieval .times! Also other clothing , and jewelry.
Someday we'll open a store."
Let's hope someday Kelly finds her inner
peace, the happiness only a boyfriend who rusts
can bring. Please follow my lead: let's take
Kelderberry into our heats, let her be our
Suffragette angel. Do it for practical reasons.
There's a fortune to be made selling metal pants!
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Letters to the Community
Dear Bard Students:
It is time for us to do some serious soul
searching to recognize and utilize our potential as
a people to the fullest. No longer should we
point our finger. The time has come to take the
initiative to unite our minds.
My name is Tracy L. Brown and I am
presently incarcerated in an upstate New York
Correctional Facility called Sullivan. I am striving
to establish a correspondence group consisting of
other fellow inmates behind the walls who are
involved in other constructive organizations that
interact with society on some capacity, such as;
the SCARED STRAIGHT, YOUTH AW AREESS, AIDS AWARENESS, ALTERNATIVE
TO VIOLE CE, SUBSTANCE ABUSE, and
many other programs.
Inmates that are selected as a part of this
group will be carefully screened for their behavioral
conduct, educational and academic achievements.
o sex offenders are allowed, to assure the safety
of people corresponding, as well as the continuation
of this group,
My goals are to establish lines of communication between inmates and people out in society
where they can exchange a wide range of ideas
that will enlighten and motivate the inmates as
well as the student toward change, because you
are the future builders of this world. We strongly
feel that this is another form to eliminate the
stereotypical views of incarcerated men. We are
really striving toward improvement and by
interacting with the students, it will have a
profound impact upon the inmates' self-esteem
and give them motivation to work harder on
becoming a respectful, productive and responsible
citizen when they return into society.
I welcome all of you to contribute to this
cause and help make a change. Hope is fading on
both sides with everyone going for self and not
concerned for the other person, when in all reality
what he/she does impacts on us all in one way or
another. That is something to dwell on. Anyone

wishing to inquire about this can just write me at
the address below. In closing, I would like to
thank everyone who took the time to read this
letter and may continuous blessings be unto you
all.
Sincerely,
Tracy L. Brown
Sullivan Correctional Facility
P.O. Box AG
Fallsburg, N.Y.

12733

To the Community:
The circus-like atmosphere of the Budget
Forum halted for a few minutes Wednesday
night. The drinks were put down, the inquisitors
stopped their torture, and no one was shouting,
"Baseball!" The BBSO asked for another $600
and the circus became silent. Thrown in were the
occasional "just-give-it-to-thems," and people trying to talk someone out of speaking against the
hostile amendment. The forum voted unanimously
to skip the speakers (I can't believe that is even
allowed), everyone either complying with the copout or remaining voiceless as I, until the present, had
done. The BBSO asked rightfully, and the Bard
community responded by not treating them like
every other organization asking for money, weirdingout on the race issue.
The treatment the BBSO received from the
voters should either apply to all organizations

The BudgetForum

no longer adequately

servesitspurpose.

asking respectfully for well-intended money or to
none at all. Unfortunately, the Earth Coalition
wasn't created around an issue that has become
untouchable here at Bard. Instead, they cut their
request by 50%.
The Budget Forum no longer adequately
serves its purpose. To most simply remedy this,
we should divide the meeting into two sections:
one without alcohol and shouting for the clubs
that aren't there to participate in the melee of the
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meeting with alcohol. Because we all (some of us,
anyway) enjoy getting drunk and being belligerent among friends but there are times and places
where such behavior is not suitable. Let's change
Yours truly,
this for next semester.
J urvis LaSalle, Jr.
P.S. Five days after originally writing this letter, I
must revise what I have written. I have realized
that I fall among those that I chastise in my letter
by not chastising us properly. What I meant to
say as well in this letter, is that we should realize
how poorly we interrelate culturally here at Bard.
This is what we must change in our community.

Union continued
And we made them happen from Oakland to Golden
Gate Park. Demonstrating, chanting, organizing, leafleting,
in-your-face-confronting, registering voters, marching, visiting work-sites, phone-banking, sign-making, banner-dropping. Name your favorite organizer's tactic-we

the YMCA, waiting for my roommate to walk in, I saw the
street from my position above. I saw the unemployment
office, where the next morning would be a line longer than
the block itself. I saw the homeless and penniless huddled in
closed storefronts, trying to stay warm. And I saw myself ..
. above them. Yes, literally, but I also recognized my fortunes compared to their poverty-I may have been living in
the YMCA, but I could also afford the airline ticket to go all
the way to California instead of staying home and working.
Those six floors suddenly made more difference to my life
than the physically precarious situation I was in.
It gave me a sad and sick feeling ro think of it, but our
site coordinator, who has become a personal mentor, said to
us, "Let it empower you. Every time you see someone on the
street, every time a man asks for a quarter, or you step over
thar woman ro pass by, let it empower you to do your job
that much more today. Because you know who you're doing
it for." S e renun
us t
street because they lost their jobs, not because they don't
want or try to have jobs.
I'm not saying that I'm an immediate convert-I still
shop, and I don't shop only in stores that support union
labels. I still take advantage of the fact that my parents live
in safe, exo-Cleveland suburbia and that I have my own car.
I am not taking a vow of poverty to be closer to those I
helped this summer and will help in the future. I've made
some changes in my life since this summer, but I'm not going
to preach to you about changing your life. Thar's your decision, and only your own experiences will help you make it.
All I'm saying is if you're looking for an outlet, Union
Summer is a great program to throw your passion into and
make something of it.
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So in that third week, sitting in my 6th floor window at
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